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$3.4 Million Is
Saved By Local
Persons In '72
From a financial standpoint, the Commerce Department and
residents of Calloway County upon the latest income and
are in better shape today than spending figures for the local
area.
for some time.
As would be expected, they
As a whole, they have been
living well within their means, show that the amount a family
spending much less than they saves is directly related, in
most cases, to how much it has
have been earning.
Some of their surplus cash left after paying its bills for
has been used to reduce their necessities.
Those with very small inconsumer debt. As for the
been
are able to save little or
has
it
of
comes
most
,
remainder
took
Debaters
Varsity
Junior
School
JUNIOR VARSITY DEBATERS—The Calloway County High
of course, they are
nothing,
savings.
into
going
second place in the Kentucky High School State Speech and Debate Tournament held in Lexington
to which they have hard pressed to get along at all,
extent
The
Gene
England,
Larry
coach
Gray,
Sandy
Riley,
Tommy
are:
right
to
left
and
Saturday.
last Friday
been putting money aside is the way prices are rising.
Cleaver and Rick Wilkerson.
Families with net incomes of
by the increase in
evidenced
)
Hill
iStaff Photo by David
their bank deposits, in their $6,000, after taxes, saved about
savings and loan accounts and 3.9 per cent of it, on average,
in their purchases of US. and those at the $12,000 level,
approximately 6.9 per cent.
savings bonds.
In the past year alone, Beyond that, the proportion was
Calloway County. families considerably greater.
In Calloway County, where
stashed away some $3,413,000 in
liquid assets of this type, it is the latest annual figures show
-average disposable Income per
estimated.
Although this was well above houshold in the $7,000 to $8,000
their normal rate of saving, it range, the overall rate of
was less than in the previous savings is around 5.0 per cent. It
We don't think too much of
Heart Acadamy the year, when uncertainty about amounts to $380 per household.
Sacred
to
High
County
Calloway
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this weather.
local
--entire
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jobs and economic conditions in
School Junior Varsity Debaters first place team.
Individual trophies plus the general led them to postpone population it adds up to apthe Kenin
place
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We mowed Friday afternoon
were- most non-essential spending. As proximately.113',413,000.
High SchoeLState Speech runner up trophy
and figured we would finish it tucky
the a result, their savings rose to
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presente
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Assumed is that families in
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bracket,
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Friday and Calloway debaters for their record proportions.
each
last
n
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the rest. It literally rained all
superior performance in the
figures are based upon throughout the country, save at
The
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day and half the night Saturday.
Both national findings reported by the same rate as those in other
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Calloway Junior Varsity
Debate Team Wins Second
Place In State Tourney

Mississippi Streams
Into Lake Pontchartrain

Directors Of Red
Cross Will Meet

Luncheon Planned
M Xenlake Hotel
By Women's Society

Rowland And Hale
re-44# Delegates ,developments

Mrs. Jerry Collins
Hospitalized After
Accident Sunday

New Signs Listing Meat Prices
In Major Motets Today
By DUDLEY LAIEW
Associated Press Writer
The new signs listing meat
price ceilings appeared beside
roasts, chops and drumsticks
today, but the butcher's cleaver
may continue to spend more
time than usual stuck in his
chopping block.
Spot checks with leaders of
last week's meat boycott indicate shoppers leaning over
counters probably aren't trying
to decide which cut of meat to
buy but still whether to buy.
All but the smallest stores,
those with annual revenues of
$100,000 or less, must post
clearly visible ceiling-price-

signs near the items covered, soup containing meat.
A shopper who thinks the
according to the Cost of Living
.
posted price is illegal should
Council.
Ceiling prices must be listed check with the store's personfor each cut of fresh meat; for nel, said the council. If still un25 items representing 75 per satisfied, the shopper should
cent of sales of processed meat, call the Internal Revenue Servsuch as bacon, sausage and ice with such data as the price
cold cuts; and for the 10 best- asked, whether signs were postselling items of canned or bot(See Boycott, Page 10)
tled beef, pork, lamb or stew or

Survey Shows Meat
Costs Less In Area

LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP) — A
s1atewide survey of grocery
piles indicates food costs most
in Southeastern Kentucky and
least in Western Kentucky.
The survey by The Louisville
Courier-Journal showed an average price in Southeastern
Kentucky of $17.06 for 20 standard products, compared to
$16.39 for Western Kentucky.
Other averages were Central
Kentucky $16.84,' Louisville
70, Northeastern Kentucky
FT. JACKSON, S.C.—Army 6
$16.51, Northern Kentucky
22,
Bucy,
A.
Michael
Private
and Bluegrass area
son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. $16.50
$16.46.
Bucy, Route 5, Murray,
The newspaper surveyed 68
recently completed eight weeks
stores in 32 Kentucky towns, inJackson,
of basic training at Ft.
cluding most types of groceries
S.C.
except quick service types.
Pvt. Bucy received his
training with Company E., 6th
GUEST SPEAKER
Battalion of the 2nd Brigade.
David J. Clayton, son of .Mr.
He attended Calloway County
and Mrs James B. Clayton of
High School.
Murray, was the guest speaker
at-both the morning and evening
FREE PUPPIES
services of the Bethlehem
Two German Shepherd Church of Christ on Sunday. He
puppies are free to persons for is a ministerial student at David
pets. For information call 753- Lipscomb College, Nashville,
0177.
Tenn

Mike Bucy Completes
Basic At Ft. Jackson_

The Weather
Windy and colder with rain
showers changing to snow flurries and continuing tonight, low
near 30. Tuesday cloudy and
cold with snow flurries, high
near 40. Wednesday clearing
and cold.
Outlook Wednesday through
Friday: Cloudy and very cool
Wednesday. Fair with slowly
moderating temperatures
Thursday and Friday. Early
morning lows in the Ms Wednesday and Thursday and in
thewupper 341c and low 40s Friclay. Daytime highs in the
upper 4es and low 50s Wednesday, rising to the 50s Thursday
and to the upper 50s and low
las Friday.

from a gasoline
The Junior Wallace Body Shop was damaged this morning by a fire which resulted
of a car which was
leak in the shop. Murray City Firemen reported that gas apparently leaked out
heater. Firemen
being repaired, ran across the floor of the shop, and shorted out an electric water
water damage
and
Smoke
damaged.
were
others
several
and
loss,
total
a
were
cars
reported that two
and two y tilunteer
was reported to the building, located an Sycamore Street. Fourteen regular
firemen and three trucks responded to the call. The building is owned by Eddie Shroat„
(Staff Photo by David Hill

received
IiUMt;iFAX n-.1 DAWMGED—The- berm id.Gene Bilansont,- Kineawsiodalidly4sion,
heavy smoke damage in a fire of undetermined origin Saturday morning. Units from the Calloway
aas
County Fire-Rescue Unit and the Muria y Fire I)epartment responded to the fire. The.family
the
fire.
of
time
the
at
town
of
(wont
to
reported
(Stall Photo By David Hill )

5

Fireman Pat Segt pours water through a broken window in a
door at the Junior Wallace Body Shop this morning. The fire,
which resulted from gakoline shorting out a water heater,
destroyed two carsand damaged several others.
(Staff Photo by Divid Hifli
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fliASE 3

LETTERS".EDITOR/
Dear Editor:
We feel the interest expressed
by the Murray community in
Phase II of Key '73 merits a
Certainly,
report.
brief
recognition should be given to a
number of people who so
willingly helped with this endeavor. Whatever success
Phase II achieved is the direct
result of the united effort of the
many dedicated ministers and
laymen of this community.

the
SOUTH OF SALISBURY, Rhodesia—As one drives across
the
in
sees
one
West,
American
the
like
country
open
veld-flat,
Dyke,
distance a long ridge. Thi,s is what miners call the Great
of the African conone of the extraordinary geological features
growing need for
rapidly
its
with
States,
United
the
For
tinent.
To make each person in
ridge, running
This
important.
extremely
is
minerals, the Dyke
North America aware of the
strategic
of
rich
lode
a
contains
073
9,
IL
MONDAY—APR
north-south across Rhodesia,
Christian gospel is t the overall
minerals,including asbestos, chrome, copper, iron and platinum. goal of Key '73. To strengthen
America's dependence on Rhodesian chrome is considerable. the habit of reading and
bound
Its need for access to Rhodesia's overall mineral wealth is
studying the Bible—in many
the United States experiences a
as
ahead
years
the
in
increase
to
cases to establish the habit—is
LuDGEn. & TIMES FILE
worsening minerals shortage.
the purpose of Phase II. We
vast
but
with
minerals,
endowed
The U. S. has been richly
Deaths reported are Mrs. Beiva Anderson, age 63.
wish to thank the many families
minerals
of the highest grade and most easily reached
who cooperated in this effort
Lubie Hale. age W...__Kae Wiggins, age 80, and quantities
have been tapped. Meanwhile, U. S. demand for minerals is and opened their homes for
Jennie Darnall. age 79. all on April 8.
soaring. Dr. Robert A. Kilmarx of the Georgetown University neighborhood Bible study
The Murray Division of the Tappan Company has Center for Strategic and International Studies recently estimated sessions. Most of these thirty
started construction of an addition to the present
that of the 91 principal minerals, the U. S. demand for two-thirds homes were opened for all three
of them will increase more than 200 per cent between now and the sessions held on Tuesday nights
factory building to increase space for production
year 2000.
of March 13, 20, and 27. These
and storage requirements. according to Robert
The U S., in other words, is becoming a "have not" nation in- people should be recognized:
•
Wyman. general manager..
sofar as many minerals are concerned. This is an ominous Mrs. C.C. Ashcraft, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Dan Workman are the
development for a nation whose high standard of living depends Mrs. Wallace Bagged, Mrs.
on industrial activity on a widening scale. The United States could FIB. Bailey, Miss Beth Broach,
parents of a baby boy. Jerry Don. born March 27 at
do much more to develop mineral resources on its own territory, Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Crisp, Mr.
the Murray Hospital.
but environmentalist groups are adamantly opposed to heavy and Mrs. Harold Douglass, Mr.
Wrather
0.
M.
Mrs.
and
Mrs. 'Vandal Wrather
mining and associated metallurgical activites. Thus the U. S. is and Mrs. Felix Dunn, Mrs. Otis
presented a lecture-slide program on "Proper Care
Jay Landers, Michael McCage,
forced to look abroad for new sources of minerals.
Erwin, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
of the Gardens—For This Time of Year" at the
Dwain McIntosh, Dennis McSome traditional sources of minerals have been lost or en- Erwin, Mr. aid Mrs. J.M. Fain,
Nett, .Joseph Magna), 'Jeffrey
dangered. The communist regime in Chile has nationalized U.S.- Mrs. Marvin Fulton, Mr. and
meeting of the Garden Department of the Murray
government,
Trudeau
the
under
Canada,
Mardeuse. Renee Murray, Alan
mines.
copper
owned
Woman's Club.
Mrs. Hugh Gould, Mrs. Lillian
Ftaidt, Gary Rees, Newton
discourages further large-scale U. S. ownership of mining ven- Graves, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Royster, Myra Sachleben, Allan
tures. Fortunately, Brazil promises to be a new source of iron ore Hale, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Sandusky, Christine Shelby,
on a huge scale, but the Western Hemisphere cannot supply all of Hantel, Mrs. J.C. Harrell, Mr.
America's mineral needs.
Scott Simpson, Brenda Stockand Mrs. Joseph Herman, Dr.
Guy T. Ryan of San Diego, Hancock, Sally Hoback, Marla
=DMZ•TOM FILLS
One essential in the manufacture of steel alloys is chrome. and Mrs. Conrad Jones, Mr. and past national president of Horner, Daniel Huck, Mark dale, Michael Turley, Sarah
Trousdale, Steve Vied, Wilson
Rhodesia is of major importance to industrial nations because it Mrs. Walter Jones, Mrs. A.C. Sigma Delta Chi, professional Hultman.
Pvt. Billy- Joe-Hosford ofThe Army Signal Corps has 94 per cent of the world's supply of the highest grade_ -taFollette, Judge and Mrs. journalistk
Karen Isbell, Michael Jones,- Woolley.
told
has conipleteiihitibasic training at Camp Gordon, metallurgical chrome. The other countries with chrome depot& Robert 0. Miller, Mr. and Mrs. charter members of the Murray
the Soviet Union. Both have limited depoulk-Ga., and has been transferred to Fort Monmouth, N.' are Turkey andves on the order of 10 million and 13 million him Rue Overby, Mr. and Mrs. State chapter that the greatest According to Boyle
however—reser
Bethel Richardson, Mr. and thing they could contribute to
respectively. Rhodesia, however, has 300 million tons sr the Mrs. Woodrow Rickman, Mr.
the journalism profession is to
Jack
Outland,
Delia
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Outland,
highest quality chrome and another 300 million tons of less and Mrs. Gillard Ross, Mr. and always report the truth.
Colson, Mrs. Orval Austin, and Miss Marjorie superior ore. It is no wonder, therefore, that the communist Mrs. Buel Stalls, Sr., Mr. and
Forty-six students and five
Murphy of the Calloway County Health Department countries have raised a global campaign against Rhodesia and Mrs. W.E. Stokes, Mr. and Mrs. professional journalists were
club, the caddy asks you for
By HAL BOYLE
determined to detach it from the West.
Btuce Thomas, Rev. and Mrs. initiated into the society at
— Life is
your autograph.
(AP)
YORK
NEW
are attending the Fifth Annual Kentucky Public are
The Johnson administration ignored America's strategic and
C.E. Timberlake, Miss Roberta charter and chapter installation an elevator.
You own your own pro footHealth Associational meeting in louisville.
sanctions
N.
U.
economic interests in 1967 when it went along with
Whitnah.
or down?
team, and sometimes the
ball
up
Cci essionis at Murray State on
going
you
Are
John
Mrs.
and
Mr.
to
girl
a
are
Births reported
and halted imports of Rhodesian chrome. The U. S. was forced to
reever
with
let you play quarterIf
Chi,
rarely
Delta
players
Sigma
30.
March
status
Your
appointed
Zone leaders were
Clendenon on Mrch 26, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gus buy chrome from its principal adversary, the USSR. Ironically,
back during practice sessions.
both campus and professional mains stationary. The main
these
of
selection
the
in
help
to
third
from
ore
Rhodesian
Mrs.
of
buying
the Soviets found means
Yarbrough on March 30, a girl to Mr. and
moat thing is, it is highly important
the
Bartenders at two places
chapters, is
the U. S. at double the price Rhodesia homes and in publicizing them
is
it
direction
journalism
named drinks after you.
have
Boyce Norman on March 30, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. parties and selling it to
which
prestigious
know
to
go.
to
where
knew
so neighbors
would have charged Ameritan buyers.
Yes, big boy, if these things
organization in the world. going.
the
to
go
Paul Lyons. Jr.. on March 30, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
should
Much
credit
Byrd
the
through
S.
U.
Congress,
the
1971
in
Fortunately,
in
If it is going up, all you have are true about you, you're in
Flavil Robertson on April 3, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Amendment, authorized the import of "strategic and critical work of these people: Mrs. Chapters are also located
foreign
several
and
Canada
do is keep up the good work. pretty solid.
to
Lala
Mrs.
Mrs.
Crawford,
Douglas Tucker on April 4, a boy to Mr and
minerals" from Rhodesia. The U. S. has bought chrome in Charles
But how do you tell when
If it is going down, it becomes
Coy Garrett, Mrs. countries.
Rev.
Dowdy,
Mrs
was
and
lifted.
ban
Mr.
the
since
to
girl
quantity
a
and
4.
April
Henry Doron on
Ryan, who is assistant immediately imperative to take Your Prestige if slipping?
J.C. Harrell, Mrs. Joseph
of
opponents
diehard
among
Congress
the
in
a
is
move
There
Alton Hughes on April 6.
Well, maybe it's about time
managing editor and travel corrective steps.
Rhodesia to repeal the Byrd Amendment. But this could be done Herman, Mr. Charles Hinds,
How can you determine your you resigned from the human
Mrs. P. C. Williams announces the engagement of only at staggering cost to the security and economic interests of Mr. Henry Holton, Mrs. C.C. editor of the San Diego Evening
her daughter. Juanita. to Robert Edwin Sparks, son the United States. Repeal would force the U. S. again to become Lowery, Rev. George Moody, Tribune, said that the number real prestige in a society in race if —
Your smartest son is caught
Arlo Sprunger, Mrs. Bruce of charter members at Murray which even your best friend
dependent on the Soviet Union for a vital metal.
of Mrs. Clarence Sparks of Lexington. HI.
was one of the largest chapters won't tell you that you have stealing a second-hand 1962 VolTitsvrorth
A.H.
Mrs.
Thomas,
Chrome isn't the only mineral the U. S. imports from Rhod.
kswagen.
Whitnah. that he had installed. He also bad breath?
This Central African nation produces long-fiber, irotidene and Miss Roberta
was quite impressed with the
Both Republican and DemoWell, there are neva. For exRoddy
Mr.
and
Roos
Rev.
Rhodalia
Moreover,
elsewhere.
get
can't
S.
U.
the
asbestos which
at Murray ample, you need *Wry no fur- cratic political workers ask you
program
journalism
great
of
were
Peebles
is the only major world exporter of Petallite ( a lithium material)
to vote in the other...party'ii
handling State. "Before you can have a ther &boat yew Witte —
in
used in the manufacture of gas turbine heat exchangers and assistance
good chapter of Sigma Delta
Your neighbors band together mary.
Therefore we conclude that a man is justified by
from
people
Young
publicity.
unvery
become
may
also
platinum
Rhodesian
optical galsses.
When you go into a liquor
Chi, you must have a sound and throw a block party once a
faith without the deeds of the law.—Romans
to the U. S., as platinum is used in many anti-pollution several churches deserve a
Ryan
program,"
for a bottle, the owner
journalism
honor.
store
your
in
month
for
appreciation
of
note
devices required in the United States. The couny also has warm
Good deeds are a by-product if a man is a
Every time you drive up to automatically reaches for the
work in delivering flyers said. "The SDX board of
their
nickel.
of
deposits
-valuable
Christian.
to many homes over town an- directors were all very im- your supermarket the manager muscatel wine.
In truth, the U. S. has only begun to utilize the wide range of
Every dog in the neighbornouncing the various places of pressed with the overall jour- roils out a red carpet to your
that
minerals available in Rhodesia. America is fortunate
nalism program as it was car deer.
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Traditional or contemporary,
in the quick tempo of city
dwelling or darner life-style or
suburban living - the key word
for spring home decorating is
ingenuity.
Within this framework,
several interesting trends
appear to be emerging.
The use of pattern, many
times in striking but compatible
combinations, turns up as one of
the most inventive ways of
creating mood.
Florals and geometries,
primitives, abstracts, textured
and fabric wall coverings
provide interesting backdrops
for all types of furnishings.
New lighting devices, and
new uses of already accepted
lighting, give added dimension
and interesting effects —
functional as well as decorative
The trends in color offer
practically limitless choice.
Bold, contrasting colors, understated tone-on-tones, soft
rain-washed
shades
whatever appeals to the
homemaker becomes home
fashion
The kinds of furniture run the
gamut from modular sections
and builtirt to overstuffed
pieces to traditional. .wood-framed ones.
Plastics and plexiglass offer
new shapes and unique ways to
make small spaces seem
larger
Wall treatments can be used
with great effect — many times
seeming to create a persona:
gallery of art.
Flexible mirrors, aluminum
and embossed wall-cove,ills,
plastic panels — even rugs —
can be skillfully used to achieve
distinctive interiors.
The use of living plants —
making year-round indoor
terraces — can add a delightful
quality-of-living--ta • living
rooms, bedrooms, - baths —
indeed any room in the home
The many design approaches
and effects can be adapted to a
city apartment, or a country
home.
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The Matte Bell Hays Circle of
the UMW of First United
Methodist Church will
the church at seven p.m. ,4
The Baptist Young Women of
the Memorial Baptist Church
will meet with Mrs. Shere
Parker, 701 Broad Street, at
seven p.m.
The Esther Sunday School
Class of the Memorial Baptist
Church will meet at the home of
Mrs. Billie Farley at seven p.m.
Tuesday, April 10
Parents meeting and open
house for St. Leo's Cooperative
Preschool will be held at
Gleason Hall, North 12th Street,
at seven p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
a at the Health Center at 6:30
The Paris Read Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
MrsrAmy Wilson at 12:30 p.m.

VS!

The Murray Quota C7ub will
meet at the Triangle Inn at 12
noon.
Morning circles of the UMW of
the First United Methodist
Church will meet at 9:30 a.m. as
follows: Bessie Tucker with
Mrs. Jack Bailey, 1714 Olive
Street; Alice Waters with Mrs.
E.J. Haverstock, 1109 West
Gate Drive; Maryleona Frost
will not meet.
Quilting and other arts and
carfts will start at ten a.m, for
the senior citizens at the Ellis
Center. Table games will be
from one to five p.m.
Painting
and
Drawing
Workshop conducted -by Robert
Head, will be at Murray Art
Guild from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. Due
to space limitations persons
interested in particiPating are
asked, 1.0 register by calling
Cynthia Peterson, 753-3505, or

The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held its
regular meeting at the dub
house on Monday, March 26, at
seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening.
Mrs. Polly Zanetta, instructor
in the department of communications and speech at
Murray State University,
presented a group of her
students ins program of poetry
and rhythm.
The chairman, Mrs. Doris
Nance, presided at the meeting
and explained the new rules and
by-laws for the club next year.
Names were tabled for new
members.
Mrs. James Martin, vicechairman, reported on the
collection of S & H Green
stamps which is still in
progress. They are being
collected to be used toward a
kidney machine for this area.

Dating 'rejects may be
a sight for mature eyes
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My assets: I am 18. have long blonde
hair, blue eyes, am 5 feet, 3, with ni,easurements of 37-3838. I graduated from high school with honors. I own over
$700 worth of jewelry [gifts from my parents], a stereo, a
color TV, and a closet full at beautiful clothes.
I got my driver's license and am given the use of the
family car whenever I want it.
I've gone steady six times, have received five class
rings, * bracelet, a necklace, a sweetheart ring, five and a
half dozen roses, two hews of candy and many, many love
letters.
Now, why am I miserable? I'll tell you why. Because I
live in a small town, and I mean really small, and there is
no one to date. I've gone through 40 boys in 2S4 years! I
found only one that I wanted to keep. And he didn't want
ME!
I'm not stuck up, but I'm never satisfied with anything.
As soon as I get it I don't want it I'm proud of the fact
that I've never gone all the way
All my friends have dates, but I dont have anyone and
I'm so jealous I could die. Please help me. WALLFLOWER

GLEAMING aluminum—wallcovering and mirriritid-ieri-an
could turn a tiny hallway, or problem passageway between
rooms, into a dramatic art gallery setting. Final touch — a
colorful rug.

DEAR WALLFLOWER: You sound ewe me a tiger
lily to ine.I Vides' some new Went cbmesraieviiKiswThisd
better stars redating some of your rejects. Perhaps wise'
,you look at them through more mauire eyes. they'lllsok
better to you. And you to them.

.

DEAR ABBY - My mother is a 46-year-old widow who
has been seeing a very nice man her age for four months.
My older brother thinks Mamma is being disloyal to peel,
who has been dead for a year: My brother says
ma's lived her life."
\Abby, Mamma raised nine kids wadies* single-band
ed. Dad got sick seven years ago The last three he hardly
left his bed and Mamma nursed him like a baby, knowing
it was just a matter of time and he'd die. The last year
was awful, but Mamma never complained and she did all
she could to make Dad happy and comfortable.
My brother says Mamma should have respected the
memory of Dad enough to stay home for a whole year and
wear black. I say Mamma is entitled to as much happiness
as she can get now How can I convince my brother that he
is wrong?
ON MAMMA'S SIDE

040%,
•"

I ingenious hidden talents for
DUAL personality could
today's life-styles. This bamboo-turned card table switches
to seating for six. Serene neutral room tones are spiced with
flag blue window treatment, painted stairs_

DEAR ON: You may mot be stile to. But don't worry
about it. Your mother did all she could for your father
while be was alive, and any happiness she finds now she's
earned.
DEAR ABBY: I just found out that a real neat guy I
mid to know in high school Is stationed at a Naval base
ikir here. [He's an officer.' f haven't been in touch with
him for a couple of, years, but I hear he's not married
. anymore. [Neither am I.)
•
I've always had a thing for this guy, and he liked me,
We, but the timing was never right Anyway, now that
-we're lipth free do you think It would be a good Idea if I
- drove over to the base and surprised him'
I'm afraid Mit:ailed him up fh•st he might think 1 was
'chasing him.
BROWNIE

Church will meet at the home of
Mrs. Hillard Rogers, 150`i
Cardinal Drive, at 7:15 p.m.
with Mrs. G.T. Moody as

Plumtner,
Dr. Gordon
chairman of the department of
art at Murray State University,
speaker at the luncheon
Groups of the Baptist Women was the
held by the Alpha
meeting
of the First Baptist Church will
Department of the Murray
meet as follows: Annie Armon Saturday,
Mrs. _Richard Woman's Club
strong,. with
twelve noon.
at
24,
March
Walker and Group I with Mrs.
The speaker has traveled
Charles Mercer at 9:30 a.m.;
extensively throughout the
Group II with Mrs. O.C. Wells at
United States and many other
ten a.m.; Group III with Mrs.
He was born in
countries.
Richard Walker at two p.m.
London and taught for severer'
in public schools in
Providence years
New
The
in England. He has
colleges
Homemakers Club will meet
spoken and lectured widely, and
with Mrs. Larry_ Curd at one
.is presently engaged in the
publication of a book on "Art
_Appreciation." He has been
The Sunnyside Homemakers
editor of the National Art
Club will meet with Mrs. Ed
Education publication.
Jennings at 10:30 a.m.
Dr. Plummer discussed some
of the forms and concepts that
Wednesday, April 11
in the art of Black
Murray are present
South
The
with his lectere,
Along
Africa.
Homemakers Club will meet at,
he showed slides of clay figures
the home of Mrs. Kenneth
found in various places. He
Owen, 203 South llth Street, at
explained what each figure
12:30 p.m.
represented as he showed it on
Grove the screen.
Harris
The
In closing Dr. Plummer said
Homemakers Club will meet at
the Mar-Lane Ceramic Shop at of all the many countries he has
traveled, that America is the
one p.m.
greatest country in the world.
Concord He was introduced by Mrs. Rue
New
The
Homemakers Club will meet Overbey.
Dixon,
Mrs. Raymond
with Mrs. Rainey Lovins at one
presided
chairman,
department
P.m.
at the meeting which was
opened with prayer- by Mrs.
The Pottertown Homemakers Max Hurt. Mrs. Dixon gave a
Club will meet at the Holiday report of the executive board
Inn at ten a.m. •.
meeting and said that the Alpha
Department has the largest
Evening circles of the UMW attendance at .their luncheons
of the First United Methodist each month.
Church will meet at 7:30 p.m. as
The department voted to
follows: Hannah with Mrs. make a donation toffie cancer
Norris Gorrell, 1707 Audobon fund.
Drive; Ruth Wilson with
Hostesses for the luncheon
Mrs. James G. Owen,812 North
Mrs. Wayne
20th Street; Wesleyan with Dr. meeting were
Hornsby,
Robert
Mrs.
Williams,
Hamilton.
1701
Koenecke,
Alice
Mrs. J.D. Rayburn, and Mrs.
Max Hurt.
The Arts and Cr9fts Club will
meet at nine a.m. for a breakfast at the Triangle Inn with
Mrs. B.H. Cooper as hostesa.
Members note change in hour.
Thursday. April 12 Free Pap Test Clinic will be
held at the Calloway County
Health Center ,at 6:15 p.m.
' the l'Ilittr-TIY cent* -733-311e.1
,betweerfeight a.M. to /ler p.m.
-weekdays.

753-5557 /Kr INS

DEAR BROWNIE: And if you just drove over to the
base and "surprised" him what do you think he'd think? If
I were you, I'd skip the surprise, and chase him on the
telephone first.
CONFIDENTIAL TO 'HATES TO ASK IN ALBANY,
N. Y.": ASK! A seven-time loser has a lot of explaining to
do. I believe in "forgiving seven times 77, butfl'd like to
know what I'm forgiving.
For Abby's mew booklet. "What Tees-Agee' Want to
Know." send II to Abby. Box 'VW Los Aageks, Cal. NOW

The finance chairman, Mrs.
A.L. Hough, reported that she
still has cards and cookbooks
for sale.
Mrs. Durwood
Beatty,
chairman of the nominating
Miss Kathy Ann Jackson
committee, gave the slate of
W. and Mrs. Truman L. Jackson of Murray Route Six an- officers for the new club year
which were elected
by acnounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Kathy Ann. to Gary Wayne Mohler, son of Mr. and Mrs. clamation as follows: Mrs.
James Martin, chairman; Mrs.
Bobby L. Mohler of Almo Route One.
Both MLIs Jackson and -Mr Mohler are 1972 graduates of Homer Miller, vice-chairman;
Mrs. Z.C. Enix,secretary; Mrs.
Calloway County High School and are attending Murray State
Charles Hale, treasurer.
University.
Retiring
A family wedding is planned for early June.
officers
not
previously named were Mrs.
Lloyd Jacks, secretary,, and
Mrs. Lloyd Boyd, treasurer.
During the social hour
refreshments were served by
CftOUSE BOY
the hostesses who wortifirs.
Castle Parker, Mrs. Ben
Mr. and Mrs. Billy 1:lan
Trevathan, Mrs. Frank KodCrouse, 605 South Eleventh
man, and Mrs. Gordon
Street, Murray, are the parents
Shrimp with Garlic Mayonnaise
Plummer.
of a baby boy, Timothy Chinese-Style Pork
Rice
Christian, weighing six pounds Fruit
Fortune Cookies MINIMIN=111111111M1111
Monday,
on
born
ten ounces,
CHINESE-STYLE PORK
April 2, at 3:53 p.m. at the
Vegetables go into this dish.
Murray-Calloway County .1 1/2 tablespoons oil
I teaspoon salt
Hospital.
They have another son, 3 loin pork chops, 1 inch thick
1/2 cup thin strips onion
Justice Todd, age Vie.
Grandparents are Mr. and 1/2 cup thinly sliced celery
and
Mrs. Bill Crouse and Mrs. 1 medium tomato, peeled
B1
seeded and diced
Rosebud Sykes and the Late
el
shredded iceberg lettuce.
Clyde George, all of Murray. 1 cup
packed down
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Mr.
are
Great Frandparents
1/2 cup water
SPECIAL TIME
and Mrs. R. E. Kelley and Mrs. Seasoning Sauce, see below
Spring is a very special ume - i
Gurdy Wells, all of Murray.
1/2
heat
skillet
10-inch
In a
of the year for flower lovers
e ly cultivated in'
tablespoon of the oil and 1/2 Plants are On
e
d in the home'
teaspoon of the salt; add pork greenhouses
inter, but nothing
during the
BYNUM BOY
chops and fry until cooked can compare to the beauty of ,
Christopher Gene is the name through. Remove chops and cut flowers as they burst forth in
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Harold in 1-inch squares, discarding all their glory in the SpringBynum of Murray Route Six for bone_ Pour off any fat in Mullet time All is new, fresh, and
their baby boy, weighing seven and add remaining 1 tablespoon lovely
The Master's hand paints the 33
pointis 1144 ounces and twenty oil and ,remaining 1/2 teaspoon landscape with green and fin.'
tomato
celery,
onion,
Add
ishes the work cs art by crown.—
Inches in heightti, born on salt
for 2 min- ing these plants with a rainbow
Monday, April 2, at 4:55 a.m. at and lettuce, stir-fry
utes Add water and cook 1 of colors. We call these flowers.
the Murray-Calloway County minute Add pork; cover and The kinds are many and varied.
are colors to suit the
Hospital.
cook 1 minute Add Seasoping There
most exquisite tastes.
They have another child, Sauce; cook, stirring conFlowers Oat pleas* are our
Kimberly, age four. The father, itantly, until thickened and business. We can fill your or-. s
ders
by telephone. We deliver
servings
3
Makes
clear.
Roy'
is employed with the
Seasoning Sauce: Mix 2 tea- Inealix___
Bynum Construction Company.
cornstarch with 3 tableGrandparent' art Mr. and spoons
2ft
water until smooth;
cold
spoons
Mrs. Roy Bynum and Mrs. stir in 2 tablespoons catchup, I
,
ae
ShOP'
Dixie Wells, all of Murray, and tablespoon Worcestershire
St.
Frank Wells of Michigan. Great sauce. 1/4 teaspoon sugar and
12th at Poplar
grandmothers are Mrs. Rosie 144 teaspoon monosodium
753-4i100
Lee and Mrs. Gurdy Wells.
glutamate.

COOKING
IS FUN

Down the
By

I had almost forgotten how
lovely the green branches of
trees are as they wave in this
last rush of gusty March wind.
From my breakfast room
window I look out at an ordinary
wild maple that has been left
there to provide shade for a
picnic table. The wind snatches
at the branches in such a way
that one would think they would
be stripped of every leaf But
you can imagine they,enjoy it as
they dance around, much as
children enjoy playing "pop-thewhip."
The windy days are a
reminder to give support for
Clematis and other vines The
Clematis is putting out tendrils
reaching ow for something to
hold on to Some of mine were
winter-killed to the ground but
have young soots a foot or so
long looking for some help to
reach the trellis. So a few
strings will guide them in the
right direction until they can
take hold permanently. •
If you haven't finished
cleaning leaves and debris of
winter from around shrubs. now
is certainly the time to dq it as
they are getting green and can
be damaged by too much
raking. It is amazing how,puich
can cotleel-in torners Of'bed's,
under shrubs and plants This
makes an ideal home for all

-

0. P.ItitLLIAMS

sorts of insects, so the sooner we
get rid of it all, the better.
One shrub that I enjoy
especially is the fragrant
snowball, the horticultural
Virburnum
is
name
CarIcephalum. It is a definite
pink until it opens up completly
then it has only a flush of color:But the fragrance will fill an
entire yard. One boquet in the
house will send out a delicate,
but definite aroma. It is so
hardy and will grow in a
any kind of soil. All you n
to
do is to see that it is Owned
where it can get at least half a
day of sunshine, although it will
tgke a full day of sun This is one
OT those shrubs that will stand
out in your yard.
One of the nicest things about
spring is that there are so many
surprises. Especially for a
gardener like I am. Someone
gives me a small plant, Or a few
bulbs and I find "just the right
spot" for them, then by spring I
have forgotten where they are.
But suddenly there will pop up a
bloom here or a spike ot
blossoms there and I have
double pleasure. For it is the
makes
that
unexpected
gardening worth while. Yissrnis
neVer any monotony. Something
different every day, and all of it
is so wonderfully fascinating.

The two-tone thatT; everything your boy's shoe should be.
StVlish, from the broad toe to the taller heel. And sturdy,
to give plenty of long wear Plus., it's Locked by our expert fit.

* Open Friday Nights *

'AGE I-OUR
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PADRE PITCHERS

'AWED IN 1313\4'

Long hair doesn't
bother Zimmer
In Zimmer's day, ballplayers also ;elt resentment but
rarely &pressed it. Marvin
Miller hadn't been invented
and the conunissioner was a
company man.
This is an era when management is so concerned
about the fragile psyches of
ballplayers that many clubs
have hired Dr. F3ruce
a San Jose. Calif., psychologist who specializes in athletics, as a consultant. Last season, for example, Padre second baseman Derrel Thomas
worked out some of his problems with the help of Dr. Ogilvie.
Bid Zimmer will not seek
the counsel of a psychologist
or a shrink in managing his
ball club.
"If it ever comes to that,"
he vows, "I'll get another job.
I mean no discourtesy to Ogilvie; he's a top man in his
field. But I don't need the approval of a psychologist."

By JACK MURPHY
Copley News Service
SAN DIEGO — There are a
couple of pitchers among the
San Diego Padres who wear
their tresses in the style of
rock musicians and they work
ft:or a burr-headed manager,
Don Zimmer, whose appearance reflects his generation.
Zimmer came along as a
ballplayer in a day when the
manager's authority was
clear and unquestioned.
'`Ten years ago," he recalls
in a tone hinting of nostalgia,
"d one of Fred Hutchinson's
ballplayers had come to camp
wearing a moustache and hair
down on his shoulders he
would have been told to get it
cut or hit the road."
But that was before Marvin
Miller, the labor leader, became the most powerful man
in baseball. Now a ballplayer
wouldn't think of conforming
to a manager's idea of fashion,,

Instead, he'd probably ask
for a hair dryer along with an
increase in salary.
As yet, there are no athletes
in the clubhouse with their
hair in curlers. But the day
approaches when they'll demand the services of a hair
stylist.
All this is alien to Zimmer,
ivhd played in the major
leagues under such strict constructionists as Walter Alston,
Charlie Grimm Gil Hodges,
Casey Stengel and Hutchinson. But he is adapting to the
tunes, and trying to be cheerful about it.
"It's the trend of today," he
acknowledges, "the game has
changed in so many ways. I
don't let it bother me."
Zimmer's short hair is a
topic of humor among the
athletes. They are aware he
required skull repairs after
being beaned and almost
-killed during his playing
years.
"Zim," jested Cincinnati
catcher Johnny Bench, "you
can't grow hair on tin."
That's not quite true, the
part about the tin. —The ballplayers think my head is protected by a steel plate," says
Zimmer, "but that's exagerated. I've got a few buttons in
there, thars all."
The long hair in the baseball
camps is merely symbolic of
how the game reflects American culture in 1973. More important, a manager is obliged
to recognize the limitations of
his authority.
"You get on a player today
and he resents it," saysZimmer. "A manager has to
be more careful. If you fined a
ballplayer for wearing a
moustache, he'd run to
Marvin Miller."

•
Winners in the women's city bowling tournament included, left to right, Betty Dixon, Glinda Hill,
Shirley Billington, Linda Bray, Hilda Burket. Kay Addison, Marilyn ('hatman, Burnette Ferguson.
Peggy Williams, Mitzi Lax, Jean Buttereorth, Glenda Black. Johnson's Grocery won first place in
team event. Marilyn Chatman and Isabelle Parks took top honors in the doubles event. Hilda Burket
won first for the high series, handicap, and Marilyn Chatman was high series, scratch.
David Hill Photo

Track Observers
Cautiously Hopeful
By RON JENKINS
Associated Press Sports Writer
OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla.
(AP) — Professional track—a
'daring experiment—but will it
succeed?.
Most observers asked about
the future of the International
Track Association after its stop
here Saturday night were cautiously optimistic, while most of
the participanLs said they believed the [TA is here to stay.
A crowd of 6,665 warmed to
the performance by some of the
world's greatest athletes, including sucti names as Kenya's
Kip Keine, Jim Ryun and Bob
Seagram.
One observer with more than
a passing interest in the [TA's
future was Ralph Tate, veteran
coach .of the Oklahoma State
University track team.
Like many other track enthtisiasts. Tate feels its high
time amateur track starrhad a
way of cashing in on their
talents as do athletes in other
sports ris
-clies football and hasall,
Tate said he enjoyed the
[TA's meet but expressed apprehension about the course the
fledging organization would
take.
"It's going to help track if

- By The Associated Press
PLAYOFFS
pH Starting Times EST
,AIl Best-of.7 Series
NBA
-- --Conference Semif
Saturday, April 7
Western Conference
Golden Slate 107, Milwaukee
97
Sunday, April B
Eastern Conference
Atlanta 97, Boston 94, series
tied 77
New York 109, Baltimore 99,
New York wins, 4 1
Western Conference
Chicago 98. LOS -Angeles 94
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday, April 10
Western Conference
Golden State vs Milwaukee
at Madison. Wis , 9 p m series
tied 7 2
Chicago at Los Angeles', II
p m , series tied i"2

Austin Peay Grint
CLARKSVIIJ,F, Tenn. (AP)
---- Ralph Garner of Etirmingham, Ala., has signed an Ohio
Valley Conference basketball
grant-in-aid with Austin Peay
State University.
Austin Peay assistant coach
Leonard Hamilton described
Garner, a 6-foot-9, 200-pounder,
• as "potentially one of the best
;centers in the OVC. He's defi- nitely one of the top prospects
; in the South."
Gov. Coach Lake Kelly said
qarner,ois big, mobile and can
jump.(
I will fit right into our
progra and with normal prog—
ress he'll be able to help us
right away."

4P
OUT OF CONTROL —

Heini Hemmi of Switzerland
misses a gate during his run in Men's Slalom of the
World Cup at Heavenly Valley, South Lake Tahoe, Calif.
His fall put him out of the event.

ABA
First Round
All Best-of-7 Series
All Starlina Times EST
Saturday's'Games
East Division
Kentucky 114, virqinia
Kentucky wins 4 1
West Division
Indiana 121, Denver 107, In
iiana wins 4 1
Utah 97. San Diego 96
Sunday's Garties
West Division
Utah 120, San Diego 99, Utah
ins. 40
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
No games scheduled
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Oosterhuis Takes Three
Stroke Lead In Masters

By WILL GRIMSLEY
weather cooperating, between 4
AP Special Correspondent
p.m. and 6 p.m., EST, with a
AUGUSTA, Ga. ( AP) — A two-hour delay in the Pacific
young 50-1 dark-horse from Zone:
England, Peter Oosterhuis, car211—Peter Oosterhuis, Engried the double advantage of a land,
three-stroke lead and the pros214—Jimmy Jamieson, Bob
pect of Watery British weather Goalby, J.C. Snead.
today into the final round of the
215—Gay Brewer, John MilMasters--the golf tournament ler, Tommy Aaron, Chi Eitii
they're calling the Who's-He- Rodriguez.
Open.
216—Masashi Ozaki, Japan;
"They say there's a strong Gardner Dickinson.
chance of wind and rain Mon217—Bruce Devlin, Dave
day—that should be perfect Stockton, Bob Dickson.
weather for an Englishman,"
218—Bob Charles, New Zeathe towering golfing gym with land.
the feathery putting touch said
219—Jack Nicklaus, Frank
after breaking out of a logjam Beard, Babe Hiskey and amawith a four-under-par 68 and teur Ben Crenshaw.
taking charge at Augusta NaOut of range of Jack's big
tional with a score of 211.
Someone asked him in pass- blunderbuss, some of the boys
ing if he felt more confident be- are feeling scrappy and talking
cause Jack Nicklaus is eight
shots behind.
"
'
I m so relaxed, it scares
"I really ,don't know where me," izommented
Miller, the
Nicklaus stands," the 24-year- rangy cottontop
from San Franold Oosterhuis said, raising an cisco. "I'm
no more excited
eyebrair.—I- really didn't no- than If I- Were playing
In -the
tice." •
Hershey Bar Open. I know I
The powerful Nicklaus, a 5-2 can beat the
guys ahead of me.
favorite at the start of the I don't
believe even Nicklaus
tournament to capture his fifth can
spot me three shots a
"I hope he sticks to his Masters, followed his putting
round."
word," Rosewall said after collapse of Friday with a tripleThe intense Rodriguez—all
hearing Stolle's threat to for- bogey eight on the 15th hole in
feit. "This week Fred has been the third round Sunday and Latin fire and fury—said: "I
the surprise of the tournament shot a 73 for 219.
can win. I know how I would
but I hope his surprises rim out
There were 14 players in feel if I was in Oosterhuis'
now."
front of Nicklaus and three oth- shoes. He won't sleep. But you
ers, including amateur Ben have to worry about Goalby
Crenshaw, even with him as and Brewer. They've been up
the field prepared for the final there before.'5
18 holes over rain-drenched AuOosterhuis is a 6-foot-5, 205gusta.
pound son of a Dutch father
One of these was Gay Brew- and British mother. Ile is one
er, the snot...nosed battler who of those international golf wanBy The Associated Press
won here in 1967. Brewer was derers who picks up cash
NHL
asked if he was happy that a wherever he can find
Stanley Cup Playoffs
it.
bunch of lesser knowns were
All Best-of.7 Series
His 68 Sunday, on a course
Quarter-finals
ahead of him instead of Nick- which played extremely heavy
All Times EST
ay
laus, Arnold Palmer or Lee from the drenching rains that
Saturday's Games
Trevino.
Montreal T. Buffalo 2
washed out third round play the
Boston
"Yeah," Brewer replied. A day before, was a monument to
New York 1
- Chicago
Louis 7
pause. "Hell, yeah!"
some incredible putting.
Minnesota 5, Philadelphia 0
Some of those in main conHe lagged in a 60-footer for
Sunday, April $
tention for the 37th Masters an eagle on the 555-yard secondBuffalo S. Montreal I. Mon
treal leads 3 1
green champion's jacket not hole, sank a I5-foot assignment
New -York I Boston 0, Netw only have
unfamiliar names, on the eighth and climaxed his
York leads, 1 1
St Louis 5. Chicago 3, Chi. such as 0oAerhuis. They're al- round with
a pair of 18-foot
(-acid leacIS 3 1
most unspellable and un- snakes on the 15th and 17th
Philadelphia 3, Minnesota 0,
pronouncable. What's 0-zaki's holes.
series tied 27
first name? It's Masashi.
Monday's Garnet-"I don't deny it," he exuarnes—sc-heduled
Is it Jamieson
.or _Jameison? plained afterward. "I am more
Tuesday, April 10
It's Jamieson.
—confident than I have beet M Buffalo at Montreal R p m
.Snead's in there. But'it's not aly past two Masters. I shall
New York at Boston, 7:30
pm
Sam.
retire early and sleep until 9
St -Cans at--Chicago. 8!30
- Here's how the leaders stack a.m, and then-1 promise-1
m
•
Minnesota at Philadelphia, 8
up going into the showdown will come out charged up to
m
round, to be telecast CBS-TV) play."
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Rosewall To
Meet Stolle

Ralph Garner Signs

sioU vE FOUND

Pitt'
Sw

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON. series with the North Stars at half and Phil Roberto knotted it
Associated Press Sports Writer two games apiece. The action early in the second stanza.
resumes Tuesday in Chicago krank
scored
the
Huck
Goalies FA Giacomin of New and Philadelphia.
tiebreaking goal Pa minutes
York and Ken Dryden of MonIn World Hockey Association later, Gary Sabourin made it 4treal drew raves Sunday night playoff action, the Winnipeg 2 three minutes after that and
but there was one big -differ- Jets downed the Minnesota Garry Unger sealed it with 3:04
ence—Giacomin won and Dry- Fighting Saints 5-2 for a 2-0 left.
den lost.
lead, the New England Whalers
Philadelphia's Bobby Clarke
"We could have changed made it two in a row over the scored his first Stanley Cup
things around in the second pe- Ottawa Nationals on Brit Sel- goal late in the first period to
by's overtime goal and the break a two-game shutout
riod, but Giacornin killed us,
said Boston Coach I3ep Guidolin Cleveland Crusaders turned streak by Minnesota goalie Ceatter the New York goalie kick- back the Philadelphia Blazers sare Maniago.
Power-play goals by Chris
ea away 33 shots in a 4-0 victo- 3-1Ior a commanding 3-0 bulge.
The Rangers roared to their Bordeleau and Wally Boyer
ry over the Bruins, his first
shutout in 44 National Hockey 4-0 lead against Boston on first- ttiggered Winnipeg past MinLeague career playoff games. period goals by Rod Gilbert nesota in the WHA. Jim John.
"He made some good early and Pete Stemkowski and sec- son, Norm Beaudin and Bobby
saves and took some heart out ond-period tallies by Bobby Hull also scored for the Jets
Rousseau and Steve Vickers, while Bob MacMillan and Ted
of us."
Meanwhile, Buffalo pumped
Hampson tallied for the Fight"If I wasn't playing against 50 shots at Montreal's Dryden, ing Saints.
Dryden I would have had twice making it 94 in two nights. The
Selby slapped in a rebound at
as many goals," said Buffalo's Sabres took a 2-1 lead on sec- 3:37 of sudden-death overtime
Gil Perreault, who scored twice ond-period goals by
Jim to give New England its victory
in the Sabres' 5-1 triumph over Schoenfeld and Perreault and over Ottawa.
the Canactiens.
wrapped it up when Rene RobCleveland's Paul Andrea
rt, Don Luce and Perreault scored on the Crusaders' initial
The opposite results left the
Rangers and Canadiens with 3-1 scored in the final 20 minutes. shot of the first period and
Chicago took a 2-0 lead teammate Grant Erickson duleads in their first-round bestof-7 Stanley Cup series and a against St. Louis midway plicated the feat in the second
chance to wrap it up Tuesday through the first period but period to spark the Crusaders
night when the scenes shift Pierre Plante cut the margin in over Philadelphia.
back to Boston and Montreal.

they keep it track in the true
sense of the word," he said.
"They don't have to go after
belly-dancers or anything."
To date, the [TA has met
less than financial success. "I know they must have
lost thousands in Oklahoma
City," said one insider. "They
gave about $15,000- in prize
money and had to pay travel
expenses for several athletes. I
know they couldn't have paid
the bills from the gate but I
HOUSTON(AP) — Defending
don't know how much they get
World Championship Tennis
from their commercial spontittist Ken Rosewall met his
- former ball boy Fred Stoile
At any rate,ITA officials say
today in the finals of the River
it will be full speed ahead and
Oaks-American General Inbubble with optimism as to the
vitational Tennis Tournament—
organization's future.
after Stolle was convinced to
"Our meets so far have been
show up for the match. a success athletically and artis"If Rosewall makes the fitically," says [TA's Jim
nals, I'm going to forfeit,"
Terrell, director of the Okla,
Stolle joked after he gained the
homa City tournament. "This is
finals with an easy 8-4, 6-1 victhe first time around. We have
tory Sunday over Tom Okker of
to get exposure and create
the Netherlands. "We've played
crowd interest."
about 20 times and I've won
Many participants are equal.-once."
ly confident. "I'm real excited
about it. It'll be a great suc"P:s Stolle's disappointment,
Johnson's was the top women's team in the local worneres
cess," said' former Kansas bowling tournament. Top row, left to right. Isabelle Parks, Rosewall then went out and
State runner Jerome Howe, Norma Bennett, Man Harris. Bottom row, Marilyn Chatman. just as systematically elimiwho- edged out Keino Sal-inn:WY -Barbara Alexander.
autted CzeohoslavalUa's Jan
in the mile rua and picked up
Kodes 6-4 6-2 to gain the finals
$600 for his four-minute flat
nay id Hill Photo for the first time this year in
-performance.
eight tournaments on the WCT
Group B tour.

Pro Cage
Standings.

Austin Peay won the OVC
title and beat Jacksonville in
the NCAA tournament before
losing to Kentucky in overtime.
The Goys lose .only starting
guard Eddie Childress and top
reserve Jerry Wanstrath, a forward-center, for next season.

Giacomin Holds On For Shutout
Against Bruins In Playoffs

Elsewhere, the St. Louis
Blues remained alive by beating Chicago 5-3 and cutting the
Black Hawks' lead to a similar
3-1 while the Philadelphia Flyers, behind Doug Favell's perfect goaltending, blanked Minnesota 3-0 and evened their

-wft

Basketball Clinic
To Be Offered By
Parks Department

The Murray Park and
Recreation department will
offer a free basketball clinic for
boys in grades five through
eight.
The clinic will be held on the
basketball courts at the city
park, on Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday, beginning at
three p.m. each afternoon.
The clinic will run through the
end of the school term, beginning tomorrow. All boys in
grades five through eight who
are interested are urged to
attend the classes.

Chris Evert
Wins Again

Laous, oda.;

-—

,

Hockey Playoffs

SARASOTA, Fla. ( AP) —
Chris Evert, who says she
doesn't liave money signs" in
her eyes, has tucked an additional $5,000 into her purse by
winning the $20,000 First Federal of Sarasota USLTA Open
Tennis Championship.
Miss Elert, 18, defeated
Evonne Goolagong, 6-.3, 6-2,
Sunday to take the first prize.
WHA
Miss Goolagong, 1971 WimbleWorld Trophy Championships
don champ from Australia won
All Best-of-7 Series
Cluarter.finals
$2,500.
All Times EST
"It feels good," said the Fort
Saturday, April 7
East Division
Lauderdale tennis sensation of
N.• New England is Ottawa 3
her winnings which now total
Cleveland 7, Philadelphia 1 .
$31,000. "But.I don't have monWest Division
Las Angeles 4, Houston 2
ey signs in my eyes. When I go
series tied 1 1
out on the court, I think only
Sunday, April 8
East Division
about winning."
New England
Ottawa 3,
It was her fourth victory in overtime. New England
leads 2five tournaments on the USLTA (1
Clevelano
3,
Philadelphia 1,
•
tour.
Cleveland leads 3 0The doubles championihip
West Division
M n ejata
(
Sunday yi,eritto Patti jilogan of oriVrViiiili=1
5
1
01
-S-baa7ott— - .•
-Aasialk4e.4enves_
---.%
Walsr of Sin --Rafael, Calif..
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
who defeated Prague's Maria
East Diviston
Neumannova and Martina NaNew England, vs Ottawa at
Toronto. If p m .
ratilova, 7-6, 5-4.

FL National Public Radio

Tuesday

7:25 p.m.
Broadcast of the Corps of Engineers
hearing on proposed construction of
a barge terminal near the MSU _
BioNical Statiorr on Kentucky Lake,
Liveirom Murray Middle School
U

ms-Pm

913

Fry F.
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Pittsburgh Takes Twinbill
Sweep Over St. Louis Cards

New. York Knicks Make Bullets
Disappear With 109-99 Defeat

0

defeated San Diego 120-99 to punish Baltimore. Monroe led
By FRED ROTHENBERG
Diego 4, Los Angeles 3.
Writer
Sports
the Conquistadors 4-0 in the Knicks with 26 points, 20 in
Press
erase
Associated
was
it
In the AL Saturday,
the first half.
magic
performs
Earl
Monroe
their
best-of-7
series.
Cleveland 2, Detroit 1; Boston
For the Knicks' next trick,
on the court; Jerry Lucas is a
On Saturday in the NBA,
10, New York 5; Baltimore 8,
they'll take on the winner of
Miloff
it.
off
magician
knocked
Golden
professional
State
Mininnings;
10
in
Milwaukee 7
the Boston-Atlanta series in the
Sunday in New York's Madi- waukee 102-97.
nesota 5, Oakland 3; Kansas
Eastern Conference fbuils, SunMonroe
Garden,
son
Square
While over in the ABA SaturCity 12, California 5 and Chiday at the earliest.
Knick
their
joined
and
Lucas
were
Denver
and
Virginia
day,
1,
cago 3, Texas
In Chicago, Bob Love scored
teammates to do something both eliminated in five games.
Reliever George Culver
points and sparked a fourth38
the
Baltithey
made
magical:
The battle for starting
Kentucky beat Virginia 114-103
choked off a bases-loaded
Spring football practice at
quarter rally to overcome the
disappear.
more
Bullets
three-way
a
was
Denver
has
quarterback
defeated
and
Indiana
University
while
inning
the
eighth
in
threat
Murray State
By virtue of the Knicks 109-99 121-107. Elsewhere, Utah nipped Liikers and even the series at
Joe Ferguson contributed a been hampered by cold, wet affair until Doug Baker broke a
2-all.
Baltimore was not only San Diego 97-96.
victory,
two-run double as Los Angeits weather,. but Coach Bill thumb. Now Tom Pa.ndolfi and
"Our offense is geared to our
the
National
from
eliminated
is
squad
starting
comsplit
who
Culver
the
Diego.
says
Hobbie,
San
Mike
bested
Furgerson
Baltimore's weaknesses on forwards,"acknowledged Bulls'
playoffs
Association
Basketball
•
are
assignments last year,
bined with Dodger starter making progress.
defense and on the bench Coach bick Motta, "and when
Tommy John to pitch an eight-They've shown' good spirit fighting for the position. Pan- in five games, but also from caused the Bullets' downfall. A
Chet Walker isn't hitting, Bob
franhitter. The pair stranded 10 despite adverse conditions and dolfi is presently leading the the NBA. Next season the
despondent Coach Gene Shue, Love has to do his thing."
to
htd,.
Largo,
chise
will
move
at
competition
and
Don
Jim
Clayton
first
unit.
we've had bond
Padre runners.
who may not accompany the
With Walker connecting on
Cincinnati's Ross Grimsley most positions. We have a lot of Engel, both experienced, are a suburb of Washington D.C.
when it moves next only one of his first 10 shots,
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By KEN RAPPOPORT . tests, the Los Angeles Dodgers
Associated Press Spnrts Writer blanked the San Diego Padres
Aside from the loss of Rob- 4-0; the Cincinnati Reds deerto Clemente, the Pittsburgh feated the San Francisco GiPirates haven't changed much. ants 3-1; the Montreal Expos
They keep doing things the stopped the Chicago Cubs 5-2
hard way—which is the best and the Houston Astros beat
the Atlanta Braves 10-3 in the
way for them.
They won the National first game of a doubleheader
League's East pennant last before losing the second game
year by pulling out almost half 4-3 in 10 innings. Rain washed
of their 96 victoria.with late out a game between Philadelphia and New York.
rallies.
In the American League,the
And Sunday, they continued Boston Red Sox nipped the New
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York Yankees 4-3 in 10 innings;
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sas City Royals tripped the CalLosing 3-2 going into the ifornia Angels 6-5 and the Deninth inning of the opener, they troit Tigers blanked the Clevetied the game on Manny Sang- land Indians 4-0. Rain washed
uillen's sacrifice fly and won it out two AL games—Milwaukee
on Bob Robertson's home run at Baltimore and Chicago at
in the 10th. In the nightcap, the Texas.
Cards held a 2-1 edge until the
Saturday's NL scores includPirates struck for three runs on ed: New York 3, Philadelphia
circuit shots by Milt May and 2; Chicago 3, Montreal 2 in 10
Gene Alley in the fifth.
innings; San Francisco 7, CinIn Sunday's other NL con- cinnati 5 in 11 innings and San
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7th and Ma-in
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Fort; Many Visitors In Homes
and Mrs. Hubert Marshall, R.D.
By Mrs. R.D. Key
Key and others I can't recall.
April 2, 1973
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins has been
The revival closed at North
Fork Sunday night with Bro. with her daughter, Mrs. Milford
Jerry Lee doing the preaching. Orr several weeks. Mrs. Orr is
The church was revived, some recovering from surgery.
Bro. and Mrs. Vaden, Bro.
saved and added to the church.
Bro. Edgar Lee Paschall and Mrs. Jerry Lee, -Bro. and
surrendered to the ministry, Mrs. Warren Sykes and son,
others surrendered to preach Mitch. Mr. and Mrs. R.D. Key,
the past weeks were Bro. Glynn Mr. and Mrs. Glynn M. Orr and
M. Orr and Bro. Ranny Hart. son, Rickie, were dinner guests
Visitors in to see R.D. Key the of Glynn Orr's Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
past week were Paul Miller,
Gaylon H. Morris, and Michelle, Tarkington and son spent the
Mr. and Mrs. Atkins Hum- weekend-weith_Mr. and Mrs.
Taritington. They
phreys, Bro. Vaden, Brent Enloe
Comer, Nailer Hefiderson,. L.D. returned home to Mississipfli
Steele and Archie, Mr. and Mrs. with them Sunday for a few
Glynn M. Orr and son Rickie. days' visit.
Mrs. Holice Grooms spent
R.D. Key was in to see Dr.
Miner Monday. He's able to be Sunday night with Mr and Mrs.
back in church but not at work Bailey Grooms.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Kuykendall
yet.
'Bro. Glynn M. Orr preached visited Mrs. Ella Morris
at Mt. Carmel Baptist Church Sunday afternoon,
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker
last Sunday night where Bro.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Joy Powell
Billy Gallirnore is pastor.
Bro. Kenny Hart preached at in Paducah last week._____
Bro. Vaden visited Mrs. Ella
North Fork Sunday night.
Douglas Vandyke returned Morris Friday ,afternoon.
Mrs. Tom Wilson visited Mr,
home' Monday from Heney
County Hospital after being and Mrs. Maburn Key Sunday.
Those having Bro. and Mrs.
there last week. Visitors to see
him while there were Bro. Vaden and Bro. and Mrs. Jerry
Vanden,. Bro. Jerry Lee, Bro. Lee during the revival for
their --1--itimnl4and---lftLWermtr•Sykeli---Mr:Mr. wenaleiandoirTs:;.bar.._ ani
and Mrs. Glynn Orr, Glynn and Mrs, Glynn M. Orr, Mr. and
Linda Orr, Hawiitd Morris, Mrs. Eddie Paschall, Mr. and
Adolphas Brannon, mtg. Terry Mrs. Ralph Gallimore and Mr.
Sills, I -aura and Terri Lynn; Mr. and Mrs. Edo Crowder.
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Copley News Service
trated with bureaucratic red
tape and white America's apWASHINGTON — A couple
Rena Hansen of New York
parent disinclination to make
of years ago, some armed
City, associate director for the
amends for lands taken from
militant Indians tried to "caparts of the National Council of
the Indians.
ture" Mt. Rushmore in the
Churches, will serve as the
When the attack on Mt.
Black Hills because of their
Rushmore failed to achieve
Consultant on the campus of
almost religious significance
the desired effect on Congress
, State University for a
- KIM)
to plains Indians, and they
and the bureaucracy, AIM's
Festiva1-4 „Arts and Religion
chose Mt. Rushmore because
leaders repaired to Min• April 16-21,
the four presidents' heads
—Thursday, April 19, a
whose
neapolis to plan a new straBetween,
Mrs.
carved out of its granite have
concert by the University Ora similar meaning to white
tegy.
background is in both art and chestra with Neale Mason as
America.
The commitment to violent
• theology, will speak, lead the conductor and Alice Hopper
The Indians, however, manconfrontation, a legacy of the
classroom discussions, serve as as the featured soprano soloist
aged to get only as close as
civil rights and antiwar
a panelist and be the subject of in the University School
nearby tell. After firing a few
movements of the 1960s, rean Interview at 8:30 a.m. daily
admission
ritun. No
rifle shots at government offimained in the Indians' planon the WNBS Radio Breakfast
cials, they allowed them-' ning. The opportunity to act
Show. _
selves to be led away.
came last year when the mod20,
April
Sponsored jointly by the
—Friday,
The Indians belonged to a
erate National Congress of
School of Fine Arts at Murray "Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
group
unknown
relatively
American Indians put togetha
Campus
State and the United
Are Dead" by Tom Stoppard,
called the American Indian
er the -trail of broken
Ministry, the festival is planned University Theatre production
Movement ! AIM).
treaties" protest caravan
to show the relationships of art in the Price Doyle Fine AtI
But today, in the wake of the
which descended on Washingare
events
I.
James
and religion. Special
Center directed by
$2 nulbon sacking of the Buton.
scheduled each evening during Schempp, fissistant professor of
reau of Indian Affairs buildIt was to have been nonviothe week.
theatre arts. Admission is $2 or
ing in Washington last No"in the tradition of Marlent
are
-directors
co
as
,
Serving
by season ticket.
vember, and later, the armed
King," said one ofLuther.
tin
Dr. Joe N. Prince, dean of the
occupation of Wounded Knee,
ficial of the organization
Mrs. Hansen, who is also on
School of Fine Arts, and the
of
heard
S. D., everybody has
which represents 156 tribes.
General
Rev. William Porter of the UCM the faculty of the
AIM.
But ATM's militant young
New
in
Seminary
Theological
this
staff. They announced
And, of course, almost
leaders toOk it over and skillthe weekly
schedule of programs to begin York, will speak at
everybody has heard A, fully made the destruction of
p.m.
12:30
UCM luncheon at
at 8 p.m. on each date:
Wounded Knee — site of the
the BIA building look to many
18, and at the
massacre of 300 Indian men,
--Monday, April 16, a concert Wednesspy, April
Americans as if the tactics
p.m.
12:15
at
luncheon
Rotary
women and children by the
by the University Chorus in
endorsed by _mainwere
topic
Her
19.
April
U.S. Cavalry in 1390. It, too,
Lovett Au,ditoriurn with Robert Thursday,
Indian leaders.
stream
has religious meaning to IndiBear as conductor. The chorus will be "Art and Religion."
no, but sentiments,
Tactics
held
has
who
Hansen,
Mrs.
Amerwhite
ans, and modern
will present the premiere
yes.
her
present
with
the
position
ica became aware of it re"Lord
of
performance
According to a top aide to
etrtly through the best-selling
Triumphant" by Dr. Eula National Council of Churches
Sen. George McGovern, Dartist
At
well-imown
a
is
Heart
1967,
My
since
"Bury
uook,
McCain, associate professor of
S. D.., former chairman of the
work at
Wounded Knee."
rftusic. No admission charge. who has exhibited her
Indian Affairs subSenate
to
galleries
So from Mt. Rushmore
—'Tuesday, April 17, a Multi. ,.several of the leading
committee:
in
rs
headquarte
the BIA
country.
Media Happening, directed by -Ind institutes in the
Washington to Wounded
,.2WM is appealing to a very
Mrs. Hansen,in the Recital Hall --nne--ttas planned and conKnee, the -pattern of the vioreal feeling among most IndiAnnex of the Price Doyle Fine ducted numerous workshops on
lent confrontations planned
ans that they've been given
Arts Center. The program will the visual media for worship
and executed by AIM has a
short shrift by the U.S. govconsist of rock music, pictures and education at national
definite purpose.
ernment, but, in a survey we
and other audio-visual effects. meetings for church leadership
It is to drarnaize the plight
did in our state, we found that
charge.
No admission
personnel. Her background,
of the American Indian and
about 85 per cent of the Indi—Wednesday, April 18, the besides art and theology, inthe alleged indifference of the
ans do not support the violent
opening and awards presen- cludes several projects relating
white man's government
approach of AIM."
is
laws,
and
which, by treaties
the role of women to culture and
This McGovern aide also
to look out for their welfare
the arts and to society
that the Interior Debelieves
aft& having pushed them off
generally.
partment, whose BIA overthe frontier a century ago.
sees the Indians, "misreads
Mrs. Hansen did work at
Until AIM came onto the
what AIM really represents."
Union Theological Seminary
there
scene at Mt. Rushmore,
The situation at Wounded
and Columbia University,
was nothing to rival it for
Knee actually began a year
earning the 'Lk degree in
in the otherwise
militancy
ago when AIM leaders led a
THE SUCCESSIUL DIET
comparative religion. She
low-key efforts by Indians to
PON ACTIVE PEOPLE
caravan of 250 mostly young
cornthe B.A. degree at
Washington
earned
from
obtain
LOS ANGELES (Speciall—T
Indians into Gordon, Neb., 35
Ohio.
injustices
Hiram,
past
College,
Hiram
'pensation for
most important key health food
miles away, to protest the
known to man. neglected and
also
and equity in future relationHer educational experience
overlooked by all but a small
killing of an Oglala Sioux
includes work in elementary
ships.
percentage who know the Hi
there by whites.
Energy value of pruners in their
four
a
founded
and
was
it
State
When
Kent
at
education
daily lives Heavy abundance of
lowwas
too,
art
When the protest resulted in
AIM,
ago,
commercial
years
Vitamin C and E plus iron 100%
studying
year
digestible for all ages Thrs Met
the formation of a human rekey. It watt formed to help the
at Ohio Mechanics Institute in
plan works wonders for men.
w10/11•11. children without pills.1
lations commission in Gorurban Italian adjust to his soCincinnati.
.
Ones or elearCiSe.
environden," the AIM activtsts reeconomic
and
cial
Prunes &ye quick vital owShe has studied painting and
turned to Pine Ridge as
ment. Under current law, the
n/ which is crucial in any deist
of
Rich
drawing with George
No ered. draggedout teeing as
heroes.
BIA may serve only those InOR% Other diets
Detroit, Fred Yost of Akron and
dians living on government
10 Lb. In lInGwys
One Sioux woman recalled:
of
Evans
Margaret
reservations, and only half of
Those who follow the sempla
came carload after
"Here
tour
a
on
glee exactly as directed. report
went
She
.
Youngstown
the Indian population lives
these virile-looking
carload,
• 35111• of 10 pounds en 10 day..
of the major art centers of
1 life.
from the day they begin
this
with
their long braids.
men
no
usually
is
at There
Europe in 1967.
BIA and the Office
weight loss for the tint 4 days.
We hadn't seen long braids in
you
5th
y
day
the
on
Opportunit
Widdenty
nomic
of
i.e
so long. Everyone went down,
In 1970 she attended the InMen expect to drop as much as 5
gave AIM some federal
pounds. and continue to lose
Art,
hundreds and hundreds millon
Congress
ternational
about a pound a day up until
money to operate storefront
ing around, goo-goo-eyed."
the loth day. Thereafter you'll Architecture and Religion in
centers in Minneapolis,
Mese a pound and • hat, every
Brussels, followed by a week of
Iwo days until you reach your
"AIM has yet to offer an alCleveland and Denver, tacit
proper weight
study at the Louvre in Paris.
recognition by Washington
ternative plan. They never do.
Eare-A/word All Yew Mint
Is it going to be like Vietnam
that the urban Indian needed
Ratter yet, you can still eat
almost as much as you want of
where you fight for 10 years
as much assistance as the resOLDSTER DIES
foods Wee stiak. chicken, lob.
ervation Indian.
and 50,000 boys are killed and
star And you will contteue to
a
Kagirmiri
Khan,
Rajwali
Full money back
lose weight
you'i'e back where you
• Very quickly, however,
guarantee.
peasant, has died at tlitrage of•
leaders became frusAIM's
began?"
The us. of prunes as pre
sort
a
130 in Srinagar, leaving
scribed by the plan. will. through
aged 90. He worked on his
natural action, act to help your
body release access fat and body
farm until shortly before his
North Fork News
fluids. allowing you to keep your
death according to reports.
Inight down and figure in fern
tenons for the annual Student
Art Exhibition in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery on the fourth
floor of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center. The exhibit will be
up through April 29. No admission charge.
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Shop At Green Acres
Hwy. 79E — Paris, Tenn.
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•
Housing Headquarters $
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The Difference Is Dollars
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Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m. - Mon.-Sat.
1-6 p.m. Sunday
AZALEAS
* Various Colors

,41
7
PEAT

MOSS

and

ik
50-lb. —lr
st,
-Iik
Bag

* Strong 3 year old plants
* Already blooming

CORONET

PEAT IR
MOSS t Reg.
1. 1 7
* Gardner's Pride

BANKAMERICARD

GARDEN

avirt,mf /So.,

HOSE
diameter \
*
* Guaranteed 8 years

* Holds Moisture
* Gives Body to Any Soil

* 50 ft. lengths

Radio

* Solid brass couplings
Reg. 1 1.77

2 fo30°

WHEEL
BARROW
25"x32"
Extra Sturdy

'6"
lkistwo
Brown Jersey Knit

GLOVES
Ideal for Garden Use!
Protect your hands from hard work.
dirt and weather.

All Wood

PICKET FENCE*

48" Lengths
Extra sturdy ffir protection
(
of lawn and flowers.
Reg. '1,0C
Ideal where gardens are
not permissable.
Reg. 99'

PATIO
TOMATOES

84
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Recreation Craft—Make
Record Use Of Locks
Nearly 21,000 cruisers,
houseboats,
and
other
recreation craft locked through
TVA dams in 1972, setting a new
record as cruising on the
Tennessee River continues to
grow in popularity.
The 1972 total was about
2,300 more than in the previous
year.
Nine dams on the Tennessee
River from a continuous chain
of lakes 630 miles long, from
Knoxville in east Tennessee
down
through
northern
Alabama and back north
through western Tennessee and
into Kentucky, where the river
empties into the Ohio at
Paducah. River cruising enthusiasts sail to the Tennessee
River from as far away as the
Great Lakes, by way of the
Illinois, Mississippi, and Ohio
Rivers.
n of
t of
arch
ying
ist's
onor
be in
lona!
rican

The distance between dams
on the Tennessee varies from 16
miles on Wilson Lake to 184
miles on big Kentucky Lake. All
the main river dams—plus
Melton Hill Dam on the Clinch
River—include
navigation
locks. Recreation craft may
lock through from one lake to
the next without charge.
Locks at TVA dams are
operated by the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers.
Services for boaters are
available at numerous docks
and marinas along the
lakeshores. A recreation folder
available from TVA includes a
directory of these docks and the
services they offer. Navigation
charts may be purchased at
TVA map offices at Knoxville or
Chattanooga, or by mail, and
from the Corps of Engineers.

FIGHT INFLATION!!
Let Us Help Keep Laundering Costs Down

CENTRAL HIGHLANDER CENTER
"THE CLEAN PLACE"
53-904

Central Center-641 North
Murray, Ky.
The best equipment
gets the best results.

April 3, 1173
ADULTS. 110
NURSERY..7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Marshall Gilliam and
Baby Boy, Route 7, Murray,
Mrs. Joshua Tabers and Baby
Boy, Route 1, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Dorothy Maglene Ham
and Baby Girl, Route 4, Benton,
Mrs. Ann Mae Hargrove, Cadiz,
Mrs. Barbara Jean Chilcutt, 214
S. Ilth Street, Murray, William
Travis Slayden, Route 1,
Clinton, Miss Janice Jean
Parrish, Route 6, Murray,
Danny Wayne Adams, Route 4,
Murray, Carmon Butler, Route
2, Box 122, Murray, Master
Jason Dane Phillips, Route 6,
Murray, James Frank Turner,
Route 2, Puryear, Tenn.,
Landon Carr, Route 1, Murray,
Mrs. Gussie Colson Houston,
Route 3, Murray, James Andrew Brown, Hardin, Howard
Bruce Rice, Lakeview Cottages,
New Concord, Mrs. Mavis
Allbritten, 504 Poplar, Murray,
Henry Bruce Adams, Route 1,
Murray, John Wesley Myers,
1206 Poplar, Murray, Galon
Willis, Convalescent Division,
1621 Sunset Drive, Murray.

2-PIECE

TOP and JAIMAICA

SHORT SET
Large Selection
Sizes 6-11•
Orlon & Nylon
Good Assortment of Colors/
LADIES

2;•
2/
4.10/
Oak

&Vs

Daily

w•

Peignoir Sets
100% Nylon
•Machine Washable
•Lace and Frills
•Beautiful Assortment
of Colors

* ••
s•

••-••

Reg. '3.93

Ready for
There's an important
fringe benefit you owe yourself.
-

Often a small company cannot provide important
fringe benefits...such as hospitalization and
surgical-medical plans. Today, a siege of illness can
wipe out a savings account or cripple a small,
individually-owned business. That's why you owe it
to yourself to investigate Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Kentucky Nongroup Health Care Plans.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield offer a choice of
planslhat cover you as well as your entire family—
including all unmarried children from birth up to
19 years old.
So, if you're your own boss, or work where there
are less than 10 employees, return the coupon
below for full information on Blue Cross and Blue
Shield Nongroup Health Care Plans. There's no
cost, no obligation, no salesman will call.
Group plans may be formed where there are five
or more eligible employees.

Final Closeout on
Ladies Brushed Corduroy

V.Easter?

.* *Roses now

have their •
•
largest selection of Spring
.
0 and Summer DRESSES

r.

:

JEANS
First Quality

Petite Sizes - Regular Sizes - Half Sizes

Good assortment of colors
and sizes.
100% Conon
Flare Leg
• .-

Reg. 56.99

•
*4

Is Guaranteed In
Every

•
••
•

Instance-I
••
- •••
• •••
441._
**
w•
•
•
ew and save .• 88'
Speciair
60" Polyester
Double Knit

ee

•
MATERIAL •
•

Helping you get good health care you can afford

Our best selection
•
ever on our Finest •
Quality Double Knit•
•

Choose from
asstd. styles

MEN'S
SHORT SLEEVE

of women's high

BOY'S
POLYESTER & COTTON

fashion sandals.

-KNIT SHIRTS
Fruit Of The Loom
Small, Med., Lg., Ex. Lg.
. Stripes .and Prints

Complete and mail this coupon to Blue Cross and-Blue Shield of Kentucky. 3101 Bardstown
Road, Louisville. Kentucky 40205 Please send me, without obligation. nongroup information
mLT4o83
on health care benefits and eligibility requirements.
Name(Mr.)(Mrs(Miss) •
(Check all items
that apply)
Addresi
Age 018-24 025-39
,Qty
040-64 065 or over
Employed by(Company name)
I am. OGetting married
(tOmpany addresS)
-6A college student.
.
ClPresently a member of Blue Cross and Blue Shield interested in emproying my,
—311infritt,--wry CurttttcateNtrIcyika
--- Group(5 or MOvirittimMees)
Farm Bureau Members, See Your Farm Bureau Agent
•A., 11A.rte of Blue Cross An • • 0.1,00.1 AssocIal.on of Sloe Shield PI•ns

GIRL'S KNIT

PANT 'SUITS

—
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It With A Classified

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

iERV10ES OFFERED

REA I. ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

A d 75C3a:I9 16
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL MATE FOR SALE

KENT WRIGHTof H & R Block ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service
will do bookkeeping for new or Phone Paris,642-6551.
TFC
old businesses. Prices are
reasonable, and all work7
Improve the looks of your
guaranteed. Phone 753-9204 or
home with our new vinyl or
come by H & R Block in Murray
insulated aluminum siding.
for a personal interview.
A9C
Ness roofs, gutters, storm
windows and doors are our
AIR COMPRESSORS
specialty. We also have
-Sales & Servicevinyl or aluminum shutters
DIXIELAND COMPRESSOR
CO.
In black, green or white
753-3018 Day or Night
colors.
-All Work Guaranteed-

LAND-EQUIPMENT-FEED-CATTLE
PUBLIC AUCTION
Tuesday, April 17th, 10:00 a.m., 1973
Rain or shine-Lunch available
Tennessee
Sale will be held on the farm located on old
Hwy 22, between
*CK
Gleason andMcKenzie Tennessee Three miles east
four miles west of McKenzie Watch for
of Gleason and tour
signs
777 ACRES OF LAND
Will he offered in four tracts with owner reserving the option to tie any or all
tracts togettittr
TRACT No. 145 Arres of Land:
Highly improved with this 4 bedroom brick home,
has? baths, central heat 8. air conditioning, kitchen
dining combination with built-in
oven range and dishwasher, spacious living room. utility
room, carpeting throughout and a 2 car garage
BINS 8 BARN INCLUDE:
(1) Concrete block gradea barn for storage
(2)Shop building 30'x 50' with concrete flOor,
with 18'08' shed on each side, a 16' shed across
the back, all metal covered
(3) SO'x42' barn with grain storage for 4000 bushel plus
a 14' & 10' shed On sides
l-.6,000 Bu grain bins-- Natural gas dryers
8. A blower for each 2 bins set of weight scales
next to bins.
..W
Thais
ter
traSculpalso
ly ha
is s
ticWe-me that is presently renting
aa44-rOO
Pla
rs
n tram-ho
/
2snile of lisy_y. frontage..The land is
all open flat level land except for a few acres around the dwelling tor S35.00 per month. it has apprOx.1
Do not be deceived! Termites work
FOR ALL your additionsand barns.
24 hours a day the year
remodeling, residential or
TRACT No. 11-156 Acres of Land:
round... Winter and Summer.
This tract has Hwy frontage on new hwy. 22
plus plenty Of frontage on country gravel road Improvem
cornmerciaL New or old. Free
ents include a stock barn This
tract has about
2 hill land and 7 bottom land with the
entire tract being sown in permanent pasture
fesque. and Ledina Clover sown last fall. 78 Acres
80 Acres is shown in Oats,
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
are fenced and cross fenced with the balance
being
fenced
15
woods
acres
on three sides There is about
this
of
on
tract
which will allow plenty of shade for
Rt. 1 Box 40
livestock andffiends for stock water
EXPERIENCED WORK in
TRACT No. 111-339 Acres: with approx. 3,451' of Hwy. frontage.
Improvements include a 6 room frame home
landscaping, planting, pruning,
Buchanan, Tenn.
that rents tor 535 00 per month water supply is a 2" Galvaniz
ed well with pressure pump
There are 2 stock barns This tract has about 150
acres of creek bottom land And the entire tract is tillable except
spraying and the making of
for 20 acres. All the hill
Ph. 6424174
land and the road frontage has a new 4 strand
barb wire fence with creasoate posts About 189 acres is sown in permanen
flower beds. Phone 753-6051. AlIC 4:13
tract is surely a combination dream farm with
t pasture This
plenty of hill land for cattle and plenty of bottom land for row crop
:3MMWelaCCOM
TRACT
with approx 1 2 mile of Hwy frontage on old Hwy.
FREE ESTIMATE on spectic
ACT
This N
tract
oIV21114t4
is a
illA
ab
tlre
.sland with about 100 acres of creek bottom land and the
WIL DO trash and brush hauling.
balance in level to gently rolling land This farm
has approx 1 mile of frontage on the L & N Railroad
tank installation. Phone 753with 35 acres being across the
railroad There has been over 2 miles of new 4 strand
Reasonable rates. Phone 753barb
wire fence with creasoate posts just recently acquired
7850.
permanen
.Over 100 acres iS sewn
to
.
pasture
TFC
t
ImprovementS include a 7 room frame house,
IOOS.13th Street
6130.
with bath that is renting for 560 00 per month Also has large
TFC
barns and a set of scales 1" Plastic Well
Murray, Ky.
7
stock
Here is a tract that has all kinds of development possibilit
Phone 753-3914 Dal, or Nile
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
ies for industry in the near future
General information.
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles WANT YARDS to mow.
773 Acres of Corn Base
MSU
South of Murray on Hwy. 641. student has own mower. Free
30 Acres of Grain Sorghum
10 5 Acres of Cotton Base
Jerry McCoy, owner. 1502) 492- estimates. Phone 767-4948.
betThe fOrrn has been signed up under plan a with the A.S.C.
check kr be S1,800.00
8837.
TFC ween 1:00-4:00 p.m., MondayAll bases Will be prorated 001 to each tract by the
A:3`..C:OrtIce
This is one of Weakley County's better farms
Friday.
ADP
that will grown arty kind of crop It is being offered
riDUSE PAINTING-exterior,
in tracts small enough for a family
operation and 2tracts that will be large enough
for a large operation Think ot the possibilities it
could Offer as one complete tract ,
SUMMER HEAT won't stop-but BULLDOZER WORK; trucking, interior-city or farm. Quality
FARM SELLS AT 1130 P.M.
Terms on Farm 20 per cent down day of
)our air conditioner will, if not also bank gravel, fill dirt and work, reasonable priced. C & J
sale-Balance upon Delivery of Deed.
-Possession as follows serviced properly. Call Morris topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, Painting Contractors. Phone 437Farm land upon delivery of deed
May 4P
Refrigeration Sales et Service, or 354-8161, after 5;CO p.m. TFC 4712.
Main dwelling 60 days after sale date
All tenant houses 30 days after deed
753-7316.
Mal2C

Termites
Eat Your Home

Spiders

Roaches

Carry Germs

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY

g-rs BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"
KELLEY'S TERMITE
PEST CONTROL

Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
Ltcensed by State of Kentucky

Member Chamber of Commerce

SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
manufactured and installed by
Atkins Gutter Installation,
Murray, phone 753-8407 or 7538992.
APRIL I3NC

CARPET CLEANING - Professional. Commercial or residential
at reasonable prices. Free
estimate. Will furnish references.
Phone Handyman,753-5827. May
IOC

WANT YOUR house trailer
underpenned with fiberglass?
12'x60', only $125.00. Phone 7533938 or 753-5461.
Al3P

• apenng
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile
Complete Rome
Remodehng
FREE ESTIMAJE

WILL DO painting, interior
exterior. By the job or hour. FMB
WANTED LAWNS to mow on estimates. Phone
437-4534 or 527regular basis. Reasonable. Phone 9714.
April 24C
753-8746.
753-0961
AlOC
WILL DO yard work during KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest JOHN'S
REPAIR Service.
summer, or other odd jobs Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South Plumbin
g-electrical-roofing and
Phone Roger Pace 767-2989 or 753- 13th Street, "Every day you carpentr
y. Phone 753-5897 days or
delay lets bugs have their
7664.
A9C way."
TFC
TFC 753-7625 nights.

Bill Houghton

Eord Grader Blade
J D Field Cultivator
7 Wheel Trailer
Ford Post Hole Digger 9" 8. 12"
Mulkey May & Grain Elevator
3
. Yd Dirt pan
3 x 14 J.D Trip Plow
Carnper Top for Ford Truck
J D 9' Wheel Disc
Massey Ferguson 410 Combine 14' Header
Massey Ferguson 2 Row Corn Head for 410 or
300

WE WON OUR Fik.ST ,

gaL
kw
vo

Mr Whitworth is well known around the
Communfty_for _the way he takes care of his
equipment. It is clean and ready to go to the
field As he maintains his
own Shop, he
Personally has kept the equipment in the best
of condition.
▪ John Deere 1520 Tractor. Gas (750 FIRS 1
1967 International 3700 Truck (W Midwest)
Grain bed. only -20,000 actual miles
I.H. 55W Baler with motor
A.0 Rounq Baler
2-1.1-1-. 5 x 16" Breaking Plows
. I.H. 3 x 16" Breaking Plow
Ford Pond SCoOp
Ford 7' mower
Ford side delivery r.ake
Calhoun 1 Ton Fertilizer Spreader, like new
10' Easy Flow
4 Row Oiling Rig'
68 RowRow s
Soperaayy rRigig

GAME OF THE SEASON:
WE FINALLY WON .1 !
WE WONU WE WONI./..1

Farm
EQUIPMENT
Massey Fergusorr Pickup attachment for
comb inc
Massey Ferguson S.P. Windrower 12' Header
& Conditioner
2-1 H 806 Diesel Tractos (wide front end)
.f.H. 656 Diesel Tractor (wide front end)
Ford 860 Gas Tractor
2-I.H. 4 Row Cultivators
11' Chisel Plows
John Deere 4 row rotary hoe
John Deere Ditcher
I.H. 4 Row Planter At Fertilizer
Liquid Fertilizer A.14 for I.H. Planter
John Deere 4 row planter
John Blue Anhydrouse Rig IS shoe)
1-J.D. Grain Trailers, Gravity Beds
John Deere Dump Trailer
Chattanooga 13' Culti Mulcher
18' Heavy Duty Harrow
Freeman Loader for Ford
Ferguson Manure Spreader
46'-6" Grain Auger
72'--6" Grain Auger
Bin Sweep
Boom for Big Tractors
Boom for Small Tractors
I H. Grain Drill (16 Hole)
-04. No: 48 Disc Harrow
Forrest City Do All
8' Front Blade for 806
6' Bush Hog ,

Miscellaneous hems)
I-set 28" Tires 8. Rims for combine
Portable Loading Shute
2 x 14" Trailer Plow
2-Row tM. Cultivators
7-Cases-Of Ott
1-55 Gal. Drum Fuel Conditioner
2-30 Gal. .Drum Fuel Conditioner
2-55 Gal, Drum Torque Fluid
1-30 Gal. Drum Trans. Gregse
30-gal Red Barn Paint
10-Gal. Thinner
72-M.F Comb ine--Parts only
1-60 Bu Hog Feeder
2-4 Hole Feeders
1-500 Gal Water Trough
2-Small Troughs
5-35 Lb. Buckets Grease
Oil Filters Chain Lune Cartridge
Grease-Hydrolic Filters, Anti Freeze
Front End Weights for I .H Tractor
Truck Tires, 2 Lots of used Tin
300 New 4" Creasoate Fence Post
20 Creasoate Corner Posts
20 Telephone Poles

-SHOP EQUIPMENT230 AMP Welder
Welding Table
Bolt Bins

BLONDIE

Gas Heater IS Blower
Battery Charger
2-Vise

Hydrolic Jack%
Iron for Repairs & Scraps
.,.gogage_ Cataine ts ,
Bench Grinder
Electric Motors
Electric Fans

Gear Puller
Blow Torch
Shop Standt & Stools
Anvils Fence Charger

Drill Press
Electric Drill
,
Impact Wrench

-6'Horsepower

0&

5 Erighte

All Types of Hand Tools.
*trenches Pipe Wrenches,

Pipe vise, Cutters, and
Thetaders, Etc

Many other items to numerous to mention. Come early and don't miss anything
1160 Bales-Hay 8 Straw -1160 Bales
1160 BA
600 Bales Grass and Lepesda Hay
160 Bales Wheat Straw
200 Bales Bean Pummey
123 HEAD OF CATTLE
68 Head of Angus Cows with 52 Angus calves by side.
These cows began -Calving January 1, 1973 and possibly some more will calve before
sale date These cows will be bread
formance tested herford bulls Here is an opportunity for someone to get in the stock
back to per
cattle business
3 Registered Heford Bulls Performances tested- -will sell seperate
•
T.B. 8 Bangs Tested
•-•
"ATTENTION" this herd of Cows & CalvN will sell as a unit-Don't miss this opportunity to purchase
a complete herd at one time.

THE PHANTOM
BLIT WHY DIP YOU
TAKE H15 NICKNAME
AS YOUR LAST klAJAE

MY MOTHERS IDEA-- TRYING
TO HIDE THE TRUTH FROM ME
SHE DIDN'T WANT ME TO
USE HIS REAL NAME.

".1 LEARNED THE TRUTH BY
ACC1120/7"
YOU MY
RELATION TO 20KKO 'ME
SANOR

"SALE ORDER" EQUIPMENT sells first-Farm
KNOW WHY THEY CALLED H
THAT
tfE HAD A ZOK
HST --(CACXLE - -CACKLE)- CAME TO A BAD END.

sells aft:30 p.m.-CATTLE will sell last

A Pre-Auction inspection is invited,
for more information contact:
8 MRS. JAMIE WHITWORTH,Owners, Rt. 3, McKenzie
,Tenn.or...

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, Auctioneer Lie. No, 67
Phone 587-3801
Terry Oliver
364-2709

i

TELL HIM
WERE. i-I.AV(M.S.•

PIS FAVOIc(TE --ROA5T BEEF
MA4NED ROTAR,E*
ZUCCHINI AND
APPLE PIE

BY OWNER; House, 1318 Poplar, BY OWNER: three bedroom
three bedrooms, living room, brick house at 1717 Keenland
dining room, kitchen, utility Drive with den-kitchen comroom, fireplace, garage, nice lot, bination, with all built-ins ( inall applianres, including dish- cluding refrigerator, dishwasher
washer, refrigerator, stove, and garbage disposal), central
washer and dryer. Phone 753- heat and air and garage. Call 753A9C 5625.
0871.
Al3C
)
'
.
TWO BEDROOM house and lot,
four miles South of Murray.
Phone 435-5805.
A9C

CALL
Aboot Our

Aluminum
-KOOS

NANCY

The Ledger & Times
103 N 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1916

Martin, Tennessee '
49

Mont
Sale
10 perCei
Goods

1970 TRH
1969 MG
wheels, A
interior, 2:
Phone 753-3
FREE BO(
Friday (w
or girl's), a
&
Repair. Co
4th. Also
till 6:00 p
location.
BEDROO
$75.00. Pho
GOLF C
Portable t
adding ma
753-1257.
MOBILE
I
nished, air
washer,
steps.
10'314',

AVON TO
8706 or
'Duke, P.O
Kentucky,
FOUR BE
shop and
acre lot.
12' wide
stereo, Ilk
price,
436-2458.

CORN,
for sale.
UPRIG
mattress.
GUTIE
seamless
your
Lyles
estimate.
GOLDEN
three y
trained,
4907.
MOBILE
12'164',
baths, 3
Comp
Courts
1812)
HONDA
$700.00 or
taking o
4585.
FORD D
cellent
4301.

FORD
12" Ford
cultivato
harrow,
Zelna F
p.m.

Wendell Alexander
364.28S5

IN GATESBOROUGH by owner, BY
OWNER new brick three
brick home,carpeted,three large bedroom
house with living room.
bedrooms, living room, den, kitchen
and utility room, built-in
kitchen, with built-ins, utility, stove, storm
doors and windows.
two baths, double garage with
Located 1612 Catalina Drive.
storage room, patio, central heat $17,500.0
0. To see this house •
and air, nice lot. Shown by ap- phone
753-0675.
AlOC
pointment only. Phone 753-8742
after 5:00p.M.
Al2C
Special $10,000
BY OWNER; Three bedroom
Vacation-Retirement Lot
brick house, carpeted, built-in
150' x 100'
appliances, ceramic bath, utility
Lake Access,-Community
room, cartf6rt'and -Otte,- 1610
With deepest appreciation the Kirkwoo
Dock, Boat and Motor,
d Drive. By appointment
family of Clyde Adams wishes to
Partially
only. Phone 753-5782 after 5:00
Furnished,
express our sincere thanks to our
Living
Room
p.m.
with
ADC
friends, neighbors, and relatives
Fireplace, Bedroom, Bath,
who came to share with us our IN CANTERBURY
Complete Kitchen,
Estates,
joss of our loved one. For the three bedroom brick house
Call A. Simmen
with
prayers, the beautiful flowers, family room, utility,
Lite Real Estate and
fireplace,'
the cards and food that was sent. double garage, central
Auction
heat and
We especially thank Collier air. Phone 753-6455.
Home 354-8353 or
A13C
Funeral Home for their kind
Office 474-2717
considerations for us all, to the FOUR BEDROOM
brick,
Rev. Hayward Roberts and Rev. baths, wall to wall
carpet, SEVENTY ACRE farm,
has six
Willard Beasley, for their words fireplace, 1,/
blocks from room frame house,
with bath,
of
comfort,
and
for downtown, 1'3 blocks from
located 7 miles north of Murray.
the pallbearers and organist. Murray Middle
School. Phone -Phone 753-4710.
May God btess each OfSOILI&our 753-1257.
A9C
Al3C
.
prayer..
-Wife-Roma, children, Mr. and
BY OWNER; two wooded lots,
-CleS 131rom,
TWO EXUGElfalff fF6rirrots in snarpe street. treside-pa rk,
Mrs. Robby -Odom and. _grand- Blood River
Subdivision. 84500.00 near 'Achools. shopping center, .
children, Rhonda, Sandra ..nd for both.
Phene 436-2427 or after' university. Phonei 6061 549Dale and Teresa.
1TC 6:00 p.m. 753-8997..
MayI 1P 2494.
May8C

WIN
deer rif
season.
TWO B
extra
over
comfit
porch,
walk, f
Phone
14' ST
trailer, 1
8200.00.
p.m.
BOAT
coverage
Lowest
surance
5842.
GLASS
16 and
1972
Access)
CLEAN
to do
electric
Belaire
YOU sa
wall c
Illue
sha

BELTO
hearing
hearing

. 9, 1973
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EASY

Place Your
Ledger & Times...
To

R SALE

FOR SALE

Montgomery Ward
1203 Chestnut
Sale, Wednesday Only
10 percent off all Returned
Goads
Open till 7 00 P M

1970 TRIUMPH 500cc, $750.00.
1969 MG B Roadster, wire
tftrufels, AM-FM radio, leather
•interior, 23,000 miles, $1475.00.
Phone 753-3273.
A13P
FREE BOOT give away, every
- Friday ( women's, men's, boy's
or girl's), at Vernon's Boot-Shoe
& Western Supplies and Shoe
Repair. Corner of Sycamore &
4th. Also open Sundays from 1:00
till 6:00 p.m. Watch for new
location.
A27NC
BEDROOM SUITE, rock maple,
$75.00. Phone 436-5571.
A IONC
GOLF CLUBS, 7-piece set.
Portable typewriter. Electric
adding machine.Gas grill. Phone
753-1257.
A13C

MONDAY-APRIL

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

D
wANT1916

FOR SALE

Another View

FOR SALE

SALE!!

BEEF SU3ST11
Clik:KEN "FiS1-4
aiEESE 114,ACRONti
LAN48,

4 Atlas Pacesetter Tires

$99

HF-12 WANTED

Size E78-14
Plus F.E.T.

LINGLE CORP.
Has immediate opening for
2 experienced machinist.
Outstanding opportunities
for qualified individuals.
Call
Tony DiVito
642-9161 or
Write P.O. Box 1959
Paris, Tenn
for an interview

up

5.00 Off on All Other

-Pacesetter Size

ENGINE TUNE-UP
6-Cylinder $ 1 595
8-Cylinder $ 1995

fiv

Includes: Plugs, Points, Condenser
8 Pack of 16-oz. Pepsi with
•
oil change and lube.

FREE I

-Air Conditioning Service -

11

4-9

a5rErvy
1.Ihog 'J
PIK Off -Al nehet now.*
0 1913 M 1.••••• itmeure S•nekcata. Mc

CHF:MINI: OPPORTUNITY for
graduate chemist for work in
control laboratory of speciality
chemical manufactures, located
in Western Kentucky. Experience in instrumental analysis
such as -AA, IR, etc. desirable,
but not necessary. Applicant
should submit complete resume
and salary requirements to P.O.
Box 32-X, Murray,Ky.
A13C

.

NOTICE

NOTICE

Kentucky Jersey Cattle Club
SPRING SALE
Will Be hield At

Western Kentucky University
Sales Pavilion
3 Miles South of Bowling Green, Ky.,
on Hwy. 31-W

\Saturday, April 14, 1973/
- 12:30 C.S.T. -

ATTENTION JUNIORS!
Drawing for 4
'25 Gift Certificates

WANT A second income? For
AUTOS FOR SALE
FOR SALE
opportunity to work part time, set
own hours, have financial
MOBILE HOME,8'x35'. Ideal for DODGE 1969 RT, 383 engine,
security. Phone 753-1470. May11C
lake lot. May be seen at Hale's power steering, and brakes, four
MOBILE HOME, Pace Maker,
Lack Shop and trailer Park. A14C speed, factory tape, $1250.00.
121 Bypass and Mayfield Road
DESIRE HARD working male
----Itrx58', 1104. Completely furPhone 752-3746 days. Cam _ see for farm service and truck tire
nished, air conditioned, carpeted,
stones
anytime at 1625 Hamilten. ALIP
CONCRETE STEPPING
„repair. Inquire at Ewing Tire
washer, underpenning, porch,
and concrete splash blocks.
No
steps. Phone 753-9941.
.+1-tMSTRONG'S best line ot 4 Ply Murray Lumber Cmpany. 104 19'70 TORINO GT, two door.Service, 806 Coldwater Road.
A9C
AlOC
power Phone calls.
steering,
hardtop,
power
nylon whitewall tires..
A11C
Maple Street.
brakes, vinyl roof. Good con775 x 14 or 15" - $16.60 + $2.11
AVON TO liny ar sell. Cal 753dition. Reduced to 61150.00. BABY-SITTER wanted,
825 a 14 or 15" - $17.11 + 62.27
8706 or 443-3366, Write Glenda
FOR SALE OR RENT
Al2C Monday through Friday, 9.00
Phone 753-0310.
855 x 14 or 15" - $18.14 + $2.43
'Mike, P.O. Box, 3247, Paducah,
a.m. till 5:00 p.m. Phone 753supreme
4
Armstrong
Custom
Kentucky, 42001.
April 26C
MOBILE HOME, 10'x42', nice, MUSTANG, 1965 convertible, V8 3939.
A1OC
ply polyester 78 series whitewall
air conditioned. Located in four speed, 65,000 miles, $500.00
ru the Month of April tires.
FOUR BEDROOM home, large
University Heights Mobile Home 1969 Impala Custom two door WA14rED WATTRESS-1o1-Oak
F78 x 14 or 15" - $17.40 + 12.42
shop and outbuildings, on one
Park. Sale price $1850.00. Phone hardtop, 350 engine, power and Point Restaurant, near Paris
CALL
FOR
G78 a 14 or 15:: - $18.27 + $2.60 753-6406 or 753-1566.
acre lot. $12,000.00. Would take
A9C air.61300.00. Phone 767-2458. A11C Landing State Park. Must furnish
12' wide trailer on trade in. Also
H78 a 14 or 15" $19.51 + $2.80
'own transportation. Apply in
stereo, like new, less than half
.178 a 14 or 15" - $19.70 + 62.89
OLDSMOBILE 1965-98 IS, or person.
A13C
WANTTO BUN"
price, $200.00. Phone 436-5506 or
L78 a 14 or 15" - $22.70 + $3.13
would trade for fishing outfit
436-2458
Armstrong's best line of
Phone 753-6614.
AlOP WANTED COUPLE or man to
A9C
polyester glass belted whitewall WILL BUY or trade old guns,
live with elderly man. Phone
NEW 19"color Television, $299.95 tires.
used guns or new guns. Phone VOLKSWAGEN BUG, real good, Hardin 437-4441 after 4:00
CORN, 250 barrels. Also ducks while they last. Roby Sales, High- F78 a 14 or 15" - $20.30 + $2.54 7534940.
A9C sun roof, $650.00. Phone 753-1840 p.m.
AlOP
A9P way 68, Benton, Kentucky. May G78 x 14 or 15" - $20.89 + 62 73
for sale. Phone 753-4944.
or can be seen at 1609 Locust
2c
Drive.
A 13P
H78 a 14 or 15" - 621.98 + $2.96
ATTENTION LADIES: ApUPRIGHT PIANO; baby bed and,
WANT TO BUY used portable
plications now being accepted for
Custom,
two
BUICK,
1967
Electra
mattress. In excellent condition,
* FOR SALE *
J78 x 14 or 15" - $22.43 + 63.02 dishwasher. Phone 7534862. A9C
A90 1973 12x70 Jefferson
door. Power steering and brakes, full or part time work. Set your
Phone 753-6862.
L78 a 14 or 15" - $24.73 + $3.13
air
conditioned. Excellent con- own hours. For interview call 753Trailer. Entire contents
Armstrong's best line of
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
dition.
Phone 492-8459 after 5:00 %85 between 2:00 and 5:00
goes with it. Must sell soon.
FOR RENT
polyester steel belted whitewall
A9C
seamless gutters, installed per
p.m.
A9C p.m.
tires.
your specifications. Call Larry
753-0028
F78 x 14 or 15" - $23.13 + $2.68 ONE BEDROOM apartment, air
Lyles
at 753-2310 for free
FORD, 1969, one owner. Four YOUNG MAN for general kitchen
conditioned, partial utilities door with vinyl roof, light blue, work, must be neat, efficient, and
estimate.
May 12C
FENCE SALE-Chain link G78 a 14 or 15" - $24.27 + $2.87 furnished. Phone 7534741. Al3C
all power, 25,000 actual miles. free to work weekends. No phone
WM
GOLDEN RETRIEVER, AKC, fencing now on sale at Seam. Call H78 a 14 or 15" - $25.51
calls. Apply Colonial House
Phone 753-5454 after 4:00
Larry
1,vles,
for
free
at 753-2301
Armstrong Polyester glass FURNISHED HOUSE, four p.m.
three years old obedience
Smorgasbord.
Al2C
A9C
estimate. Expel- t installation also belted wide 70 series with raised rooms and bath. Paneled rooms.
trained,spayed. Phone 753available.
April
23C
white letters.
635.00 per month. Phone 753A9C
4907.
GMC TRUCK, 1963-5000 Series EXPERIENCED WAITRESS for
G70 x 14 or 15" - 623.01 +$2.86 6920.
•AIOC
with 32' flatbed trailer and afternoon shift. Must be neat and
14'
FISHING
boat,
motor
and
$23.81
.
H70
a
14
or
15"
+$3.09
MOBILE HOME,1971 Fleetwood,
lowboy, new motor, good tires. fast. Approximately 35 hours per
trailer,
with
lots
of
extras.
Armstrong nylon glass belted AVAILABLE MAY 5, two
12'x64', three bedrooms, 1 1712
AlOC wide 60 series with raised white bedroom apartment, central heat See before 2:00 p.m. or after 5:00 week. Good working conditions.
baths, 3 ton air conditioner. $350.00. Phone 489-2169.
p.m. Junior Casey near No phone calls. Apply Colonial
letters.
and air, wall to wall carpeting, Dukedom,Tenn.
Completely set up at 209 Riviera
A9P House Smorgasbord.
AlOC
Courts. Trade considered. Phone 21" MOWER, Briggs & Stratton G60 x 14 or 15" - $254, $3.18 outlet for washer and: dryer.
$3.66 Phone 753-9741.
A13C
A9P engine, $49.88. 5 H.P. Tiller. L60x14or15"-$2
812) 336-2548.
CHEVROLET,1966 pickup truck,
PE:sr t'ONTROL
Briggs & Stratton engine, power Armstrong's best highway
air conditoned. Mechanically
HONDA 350, 19724'2, with extras. reverse, $147.88. 5 H.P. riding tread truck tire, tube type.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, good. Phone 492-8459 after 5:00 FOR THE best in pest control
$700.00 or will consider someone mower, 25" cut, Briggs &
A9C servitte and termite control call
living
room, kitchen, bathroom p.m.
taking over payments. Phone 435- Stratton engine, $258.95. 7 H.P. 650 x 16 -6 ply, $20.93 + 62.58
Superior Exterminating CornA9P riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs & 670 x 15 - 6 ply, 620.69 + 62.40 and shower and bath. One or two
4585.
May 3(1965 CHEVY V8 automatic pov/4 pony,753-7266:
bedrooms.
Zimmerman
ApartStratton engine, $323.95. 7 H.P. 700 a 15 - 6 ply, $21.67 + 22.80
steering.
Call
436-2406
after
5:00
ments,
South
16th
Street,
753FORD DISC, 7' flex hitch. Ex- riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs & 750 a 16 - 8 ply, $28.07 + $3.69
6609.
A9P
May9C p.m.
cellent condition. Phone 435Stratton engine, electric start, 825 x 20 - 10 ply, $54.16 + $6.14
NOTICE
4301.
A9C $399.95. Roby Sales Highway 68, 900 x 20- 10 ply, 665.43 + $7.33
MUSIC
TWO
BEDROOM
unfurnisheo
May2C 1000 x 20- 12 ply, $76.68 + $9.10
Benton, Kentucky.
apartrnmt, wall to wall car1000 x 2 -12 ply, $80.26 + $9.98
FORD FERGUSON-lrectar
, 2 ELLIOTT ADDRESSER, foot Armstrong's best lug or peting, od location. No lease PIANO TUNING and Repair.
12" Ford economy plows, one row pedal operated. Uses paper traction type truck tire. required. $120.00 per month. Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
, April 26C craftsman Piano Technician
cultivator, three point hitch, disc stencils. Can handle mailing list 600 a 16 -6 ply, $21.83 + 62.56 Phone 753-4331.
Guild.
TFC
--harrow, Ford mower. Phone of two to three thousand Used at 670 x 15
ply, $22.09 + 62.89
TWO
furnished
BEOROOM
Zebia Farris 492-8634 after 6:00 Ledger and Times for several 700 a 15 - 6 ply, $23.3+$3.33.'
PIANO
TUNING-Repair:A9P years and
p.m.
replaced by Ad- 750 a 16 - 8 ply, $30.10
114-12 trailer, air conditioned 1 mile
rebuilding. Prompt expert serfrom
Murray.
Garbage
pick
up
dressograph. Complete with 825 x 20 - 10 ply, WM + $7„25
2Y2 Mi. North of Murra
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
stencil drawers and cabinet. This 900 x 20 - 10 ply, NOM -3- $8.51 and water furnished_ $85.00 per
pianos
for
W.
Dyer,
sale
Ben
(Formerly Neal Starks
WINCHESTER MODEL 70-.243 machine can
be placed on 1000 x 20 -12 ply, $83.21 + $10.52 month. Phone Cadiz 522Al6C Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753deer rifle, $95.00. Used one automatic for running out the 1000 x 22- 12 ply, $87.61 + $11.50 6332.
& Sons)
8911.
A9P complete mailing list and can be Roby Sales, Highway 68,
season. Phone 753-6558.
May IC FOUR ROOM house located in
TWO BEDROOM mobile home, operated by foot pedal to stamp Benton,Ky.
Lynn Grove. See or call Rupel
extra clean, on rented lot each piece of mailing material.
Taylor 435-4465.
A9(
overlooking Kentucky Lake. Air May be seen at Ledger and
Veterinary Sales
A9NC
conditioned, utility pole, 8'x16' Times.
Established
full-line
porch, underpenned, concrete
BUILDING, 30':50', air comA $200 reward is offered to information leading to the
Thomas A.
medical distributor selling
pressor furnished. Phone 753walk, fences, T.V. antenna. TRUCK LOAD sale
arrest and conviction of the person or persons responsible
Edison
air
conditioners.
10,000
to veterinarians needs hard
A 14NC
3018.
Phone 436-2284.
A9C
for the theft of a TV, stereo-tape and records from the
BTU,$184.25 17,000 BTU,6233.00.
working man with animal
room of my son, Bill Bowling, on the weekend of February
20,000
BTU
miles
BTU,
FOUR
four
ROOM
house,
health
, $268.62. 23,000
experience for
14' STARCRAFT boat and
n. 1973. These music instruments were stolen from Room
26,000
BTU,
Roby
$318.40.
south
on
641,
toilet
and
bath.
Nice
85.00.
Western
Kentucky trailer, 15 H.P. Evinrude Motor, *2
317
White Hall at Murray State University. Any la$200.00. Phone 492_8169 after 6:00 Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
yard and garden privileges.
Tennessee territory. Good
formation should be given to the Murray Police DepartKentucky.
2C
May
Phone
492-8356.
A14C
earning
potential and
A9P
P.m
ment.
benefits. 90-per cent week12'x65'-I972
MOBILE
HOME,
RENT A new Plymouth from
day overnight travel. Early
BOAT INSURANCE. Broad
3460 Yeiser Street Paducah K 42001
Taylor Motors for a day,
reply requested. For incoverage. Good claim services. Luxury, double insulated. Two
weekend, week or month.
terview send resume toLowest rates: Galloway In- bedrooms carpeted throughout,
Qualified Drivers only,753Vet Sales
surance & Realty. Phone 753- heavy duty G.E. washer and
1372.
Al1C
5842.
April 11C dryer. Large parlor bedroom.
P.O. Box 8180
Located on Kentucky Lake.
Columbus, Ohio 43261
WANTED TO RENT
GLASSMATE FISHING BOAT, Phone 753-0016 or 753-5475. AlOP
16 and trailer 140 H.P. Mercury
Come To The
1972 model, fully equipped with MOBILE HOME, 1972 Atlantic, KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag WANT TO RENT two. bedroom
accessories. Phone 750-6995. A9C 12'x50' still for sale. Completely rug specialist that adjusts to any house, preferrably furnished on
furnished, with air conditioner,
lake in Kenlake and Jonathan
CLEAN RUGS, like new, so easy washer and dryer, widerpenning carpet. New and used vacuums Creek area.Phone
753-4885 or 753to do with Blue Lustre. Rent and 500 gallon gas tank. Phone for sale. For free demonstration
2739.
A 12C
and
gift
phone
753with purchase
electric shampooer $1.00. Big K, 489-2570.
A9P
* OPEN *
April 12C
°752 or 753-0359.
Belaire Shopping Center., Al4C
WANT TO RENT three or four
Tues.-Thurs.-Fri. & Sat. Nights
MACHINE sale, Heavy
bedroom cottage on Kentucky
YOU saved and slaved for wau to SEWING
and Sunday Afternoons
duty, full size.- Regular $79.95. GMC TRACTOR, 1967 trick, 8500 Lake, June 1 through June 10
wall carpet. Kepp it new with
Heavy
zig
series. New engine and tires, A-1 Phone 767-2549.
A9C
Blue Lustre. Rent electric Sale $47.99'
duty
Monday Night Is Reserved for Parties
Sffile $63.9j Condition, 1971 Mark Twain
KitUtzPOrlItarket,--regulav- -$99-05:-shomPeter
Jig aig. Regular $139.95. hull boat, 1,65 H.P. motor in and WANTItitEN't-tee bedroom
Deluxe
Al4C
Five NintsFOR RESERVATIONS
Sale $95.47. Super deluxe zig zig. out, eleven hours boating time. unfurnished house near downRegular $159.95. Sale $114.37. Excellent condition. All equip- town al-ea. Need by May 1. Mae
BELTONE FACTORY -.fresh
Sales, Highway 68, Benton, ment goes ipcluding two sets skis. Hinch, phone 753-3582 days, or
hearing aid batteries for all make Roby
Kentucky.
May 2C Phone 753-e498,
A9C 753-5705 night.%
A 1 ON C
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. ,A11G
.

North Point Standard

to be used on purchase of animals.
40011106180.180
,
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Paducah Sun Democrat as Old
Murray & Paris Ro oaclast
Grove Road, phone Cortez Byers,
753-6354.
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If No Results:
Phone

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278

NOTICE

Property Owners in
Hazel
Property Tlites, Car Stickers,
Occupational Licenses, are now
due and payable at the City Hall
from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Mon.-Sat
Hazel City Council

Fashion Show
for

Summer Fashions
at

Burger Vilna

753-9636

$200 REWARD!!

George Bowling

For Your Skating Enjoyment

LYNN GROVE ROLLER RINK

arm, has six
, with bath,
of Murray.
A9C

Paper Carrier
First

CC%17•• •••••••••

JOE MORRIS
& SONS
Mobile Home
Sales, inc.

e

873

eeeeetiVeltor.
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PHONE 435-5582

ATTENTION FARMERS!
For Your Grain Storage
Call
Your READ Dealers.
W' E. NEALE
489-2630
ARk' YOU laird to catch at
hornt;
don't have an Avon
representative? Call 7537284.
AlOC

10E BEDWELL
898-3692
WANTED SOMEONE to tear
down partially burnt house. Sec
or call Fred or Dan Gardner 753'A 10C
5319 or 753-5644,

-
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Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Danner

Art Lovers Salute Genius Of
Picasso, Dead At Age Of 91

Final rites for Mss Mary Swift
Danner, daughter of Mrs. Flois
Hale of Dexter, were held
Sunday at two p.m., at the
MOUGINS, France ( AP) —
chapel of the Filbeck-Cann Art lovers around the world
Funeral Home, Benton, with today saluted the genius of
Rev. Ralph Gunter and D. Pablo Picasso, dead at 91 after
Randell Jernigan officiating. one of the most notable and inBurial was in the Benton fluential careers in the history
Cemetery.
of painting.
The Spanish-born revolutionMrs. Danner, age 53, expired
Friday at 11:24 a.m. at the ary who changed the course of
Benton Hospital. She was a 20th century art died Sunday at
resident of 207 East 12th Street, his walled estate overlooking
Benton, and her death was due the Mediterranean. Death was
to complications following an attributed to a heart attack
brought on by collection of fluid
extended illness.
in the lungs.
Survivors are her husband,
Funeral arrangements have
Freeman Danner of Benton:
not yet been announced.
her mother, Mrs. Hale; one
Picasso had been reported in
daughter, Mrs. Suzette Moore
good health and working with
of Benton; two sons, Joe Pat
his usual zest despite recurrent
Swift of Paducah and Jimmy
attacks of grippe during the
Ray Swift of Symsonia Route
winter. He recently completed
One; two grandchildren, Jef- arrangements for the showing
frey and Julia Ann Swift,
in Avignon next month of all
Paducah.
his paintings produced since
Also surviving are three 1970, a total of 201 canvases.
sisters, Mrs. Pauline Jones,
Saturday night, the artist and
Mrs. Estelle Shelton, and Mrs. his wife, Jacqueline, enterLunelle Duncan, all of Murray; tained friends at dinner. Pione brother, Coy Hale, College casso was reported in high spirFarm Road, Murray; five its, eating heartily and enterstepdaughters— and two step- taining his guest with stories.
sons.
After the guests left, he went to
his studio to work.
When he awakened Sunday
morning, he complained of a
pain and his wife called a doctor. But by the time he arrived
10 minutes later, Picasso was
dead.
Picasso died among one of
the greatest troves of 20th cenMrs. Glenna Arent of Murray tury art ever amassed in
Route Six passed away vate hands.
He was the greatest collector
Saturday at 9:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County of his own works, releasing
Hospital. She was 78 years of only a small part of his prolific
productiolkfar
e. Huoireds
age.
The deceased was a member of theOpPildngs and drawings
of the - First Presbyterian were stacked away in a strongChurch, Cairo, Ill. Born room built onto his two-stOry
January 21, 1895, in Big Clifty, home. He kept the key to the
Ky.., she was the daughter of the room himself, and only a few
late Walter I. Whayne and Mary outsiders ever had a look at his
hoard. What disposition he
Jane Herrick Whayne.

Mrs. Arant
Dies Saturday
At Hospital

Mrs. Arant is survived by two
sons, Fred N. Durbin of Cairo,
and Whayne Durbin of
Thousand Oaks, California; one
sister, Mrs. Donna Brady of
Millington, Tenn.; four grandchildren, Mrs. Carol Edwards,
Fred Durbin, Jr., Steve Durbin,
and Bruce W. Durbin.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill

Wayland Perry's
Services Are Held

The funeral services for
Wayland Perry of Hazel were
held Saturday at two p.m. at the
t Pleasant United Methodist
urch where he was a member
with Rev, A. M. Thomas officiating:
ers were Preston
Intel-tad-it writ be in the Perry, Garvis Douglas,- - Max
Murray Cemetery with the Hutson, Rex Allbritten, Joe
arrangements by thg J.J-1.. Bruce Wilson, and Wes Fulton.
Churchill Funeral Home where Burial was in the church
friends may call after four p.m. cemetery
with
the
Tuesday.
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel.
Perry, age 81, died Friday at
the Puryear Nursing Home. He
served as a rural carrier out of
the Hazel Postoffice for 35 years
and had been in the TV Service
business for ten years.
The Hazel man is survived by
The funeral for Mrs. Georgia
Conner Baker of Hobart, Ind., his wife, Mrs. Annie - Wilson
will be held today at twa p.m. at Perry, who he married in 1914,
the chapel of the Max Chilfchill and four .,nephews and two
Funeral Home with Bro. J. L. nieces.
Hicks officiating.
Serving as pallbearers will be
Jimmy Conner, Jerry Conner,
Rasidy Conner, Davk Coursey,
W. 0. Conner, and Crass
Gardner. Interment will be in
Wadesboro Cemetery
in
Funeral services for John W.
Marshall County with the
arrangements by the Max Myers of 1206 Poplar Street,
Murray were held Sunday at
—Churchill Funeral Home.
three p.m. at the chapel of the
--Mrs. Baker, daughter of the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
late Frank Conner and Maggie
with Lexie Ray and Paul
Crass Conner of Calloway
County, died Friday at the Hodges officiating.
Active pallbearers were
Methodist Hospital in Gary,'
Tommye D. Taylor, J.H. Nix,
Ind. She was 63 years of age.
H.M. Scarbrough, Wayne
Survivors are her husband,
Williams, E.L. Kelso, and
—Wildy (Bill Baker) of Hobart,
Frank Hargis. Honorary
Ind.; one daughter, Mrs.
pallbearers
Ogie
were
Sandra Gay Allen of -Crown
Greenfield, Hemp Brooks, Esco
Point; Ind.; one son, Billy
Gunter, E.C. Wallen, Albert
Frank Baker of Gary, Ind.; two
Parker, R.E. Goodgion, Murrell
sisters, Mrs. Rex Harrison and
Goheen, Robert Hendon. Alpha
Mrs. Dayton Hurt of Hardin;
Ford, Lancie,,,Morris, Charles
one sister-in-law, Mrs. Herbert
Smotherman, and Burton
Conner of Almo; five grandYoung.
children
. Interment was in the Murray
Memorial Gardens with the
arrangements, by. the J.H.
Churchill Funeral- Home.
Mr. Myers, age 87, died
Friday at 8:45 p.m. at the
Hog
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a retired
Service April 9, 1973
Market Report Includes 9 carpenter and a member of the
University Church of Christ.
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act, 1142 Est. 700 He and ,liis wife, the former
,-who survives,
Barrows & Gilts mostly $1.50 Effie Mae SiVaiihigher Sews Bulk $1.00 to $1.50 were marriel December 25,
higher. Some stations steady. 1910.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 36.50-37.25 - The Murray man is survived
US 1-3 200-230 lbs., 36.00.36.50 by his wife; one datighte11-ts.
• "2-4 240-260 Ths , 35.50-36.00 „lames P. sijsuer of Bowling
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 35.00-35.50 Green; two sons, James Dale
• Myers of Chapel Hill, N.C., and
US 1-2 27%350- lbs., 33.00-34.00 Raiford B. Myers of_Clarksvilitt,
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 32,00-33.00 Term.; two sisters, Mrs. N.C.
few 33 St
Wrigittaf Oak Ridge,Tenn., and
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 31.00-32.00 Mrs. I„P. Black of Orlando,
Fla.; two grandchildren: one
few 28.00 to 31.00
great granddaughter.
Boars 23 50.27.50

Funeral Services
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Baker

Rites Held Sunday
For John W. Myers

Purchase Area
Market

a
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made of this collection in his
will was not known yet.
Estimates of Picksso's wealth
were corssidered the wildest
sort of guesswork, but he was
undoubtedly one of the richest
artists who ever lived, and
probably the richest. He was
selling enough of his work to
live comfortably in Paris by
the time he was 30, and in the
last 50 years his prices rose
steadily.
Born in Malaga, on the south
coast of Spain, Picasso was a
child genius who seemed to
never stop imagining new ways
to present his universe. He
mastered representational art,
invented cubism to give a new
dimension to painting, then
turned to distortion, with the
face and body taken apart and
then reassembled in accordance with his own vision. Despite the wide appeal of his
representational 'work in his
Ilue and Rose periods, it is the
distortions that the public generally associates with his
name.
'In my case' a picture is a
sum of destructions," Picasso
said in an interview in 1935. "I
make a picture — then I destroy it ... A picture is not
thought out and settled beforehand. While it,is being done it
changes as one's thoughts
change. And when it is finished
it goes on changing according
to the -state of mind of whoever
is looking at it."
Picasso's new view of his
subjects led to vehement criticism and controversy. His
paintings were called ugly and
unworthy of the word art. The
artist had an answer: "Everyone wants to understand art.
Why not try to understand the
song --of birds? Why does one
love the night, flowers, everything around one, without
trying to understand them? But
where art is 'concerned people
think they must understand it."
In -the end Picasso won the
argument, a success with the
critics, the general public and
the museums and wealthy art
buyers who could afford his
prices.
Picasso first came to France
in 1901 and settled in Paris in
1904. He made frequent visits to

his native Spain until the end of
the Spanish civil war, when he
vowed never to return as long
as Generalissimo Francisco
Franco was in power.
However, he attested to his
love of the Spanish people with
the gift in 1970 of 900 of his
works to a museum that had
been founded in his honor in
Barcelona. And he gave his antiwar masterpiece inspired by
the Fascist bombing in the civil
war, the mural "Guernica," to
the people of Spain with the
provision that it should not be
delivered "until civil liberties
have been restored." Meanwhile, it remains in the Museum of Modern Art in New
York, where it has been on loan
since 1939.
Picasso joined the Communist party in 1944, but never
participated actively in party
affairs. He told an interviewer
in 1947: "When I was a boy in
Spain, I was very poor and very
aware of how people had to live.
If learned that the Communists
were for the poor people. That
was enough to know. So
became for the Communists."
Picasso's chief contribution to
the Communist cause was probably the design that was
adopted as the "dove of peace"
by the Communists' world
peace movement that flourished during the 1950's. It was
an outstanding example of Picasso's skill in creating a work
of beauty with a few simple
lines.
Picasso was married twice
and between his marriages had
a series of well publicized hasons. He married Olga Khoklova, a ballet dancer, in 1918.
She bore him a son, Paulo, before they dgifted apart in the
late 1920s.
His wife was succeeded by
Marie-Therese Walter, who
bore him a daughter, Maya, in
1935. Dora Maar was the painter's nexbrnistress, and she was
succeeded in 1944 by Francoise
Gilot. During their 11-year liaison she had a son and a daughter, Claude and Paloma.
Jacqueline Roque became Picasso's last mistress in 1955,
the year his wife died, and he
married her in 1961, when she
was 35 and he was 79.

People In Rena Hanson To Be Here For
The News Art-Religion Festival, PASU
Rena Hanson has accepted in
MOSCOW lAP) — Dr. Mi- invitation to be the Consultant
chael De Bakey has performed for the Festival of Art and
a successful operation on the Religion te be held at Murray
president of the Soviet Acade- State from April 16 through
my of Sciences, Pravda re- April 30. Jointly sponsored by
ports.
the School of Fume Arta_of the _
The Houston heart specialist University and the United
performed the operation two Campus Ministry, the Festival
months ago. Mstislav V. Kel- will feature presentations of
dysh was "seriously ill and an various artistic media, and
urgent reconstructive operation Religion's response to them.
of the aorta and other vessels
Hansen, Associate Director
was needed," according to for the Arts of the National
Pravda.
Council of Churches, is a
Keldysh is well and back at recognized painter, director of
work, and Pravda cites it as worship and visual media of St.
"an example of fruitful cooper- Clement's Episcopal Church in
ation between American and New York, and a consultant to
Soviet physicians."
various denominations in the
Rena Hume
area of art and religion.
BANGKOK, Thailand ( API —
She earned her Master's Auditorium. They will present
Sen. Edward W. Brooke says degree from Union Theological the premiere performance of
he was disappointed but not bit- Seminary
Columbia Dr. Eula McCain's comp6sition
and
ter that the North Vietnamese -University in 1967. Her thesis "The Lord Triumphant." There
had turned down his application was on visual art and theology. will be no admission charge and
for an entry visa to Hanoi.
For the 'past five years she the public is invited.
The Massacusetts Republi- has had staff responsibility for
Other events will include a
can, on a tour of Indochina, the Conference on Art and multi-media happening on April
said on Sunday that the North Theology at Yale University. 17, the opening of the Student
Vietnamese refusal would not She was Director and Producer Art Show on the 18th,
the
change his commitment'to the of "Women's Culture" on slide University Orcehstra in concert
principle of U.S. reconstruction and tape, as well as feminist on the 19th, and on
the 20th, the
aid to Indochina.
worhip services, the last being play
"Rosencrantx - And The University Chorus under Guildenstern Are Dead."
NEW YORK (AP) — Todd the directior of Robert Haar will
For further information,
Fisher, the 15-year-old. son of open the Festival on Monday, phone the School of Fine Arts or
actress Debbie Reynolds and April 16, at 8:00 in Lovett the United Campus Ministry.
her former husband, Eddie
Fisher, accidentally shot himself in the leg.
Young Fisher was hospitalized in satisfactory condition
after the accident Sunday.
Authorities said he was
wounded while handling an antique gun in his mother's apart- PHNOM PENH, Cambodia freighter were reported only
ment here.
(API — This capital's fuel miles from Phnom Perth at
Miss Reynolds, who is star- shortage appeared to be near- nightfall.
Three tankers and two
ring in the Broadway musical ing an end today. A second riv"Irene," was given a summons er convoy was steaming toward freighters cameinto the capital
for unlawful possession of an Phnom Penh and the govern- Sunday, adding a week's supment announced that its troops ply of motor, cooking and
unregistered gun.
had reopened Highway 4, the lighting fuel to nearly empty
city's only land link with the reserves. Another two ships in
TOKYO( AP) — Chinese Pre- seaport of Kompong Som.
Sunday's convoy were lost to
mier Chou En-lai attended, the
Two fuel tankers and a Communist fire from along the
final performance by a JapaMekong River.
nese wrestling team in Peking
The two other tankers are exand had his picture taken with
pected to increase the reserves
the athletes, the official Chiontinuedirom Page Ii
to nearly two weeks, and possinese news agency reports.
to somebody for bly end rationing.
Thanks
The 120-man wrestling troupe
On Highway 4, government
gave performances in Peking patching that hole on Doran
on Sunday and will go on- to Road. For all of them in fact, soldiers converged from the
Shanghai before returning to but for this one in particular. east and west on Stung Chhay,
95 miles southwest of Phnom
Japan..
Durfag the gusty wind this Penh.
.morning
Communist-led
insurgents
three Sparrows
per bed on the bedroom window had cut the road last week,
le* to get oig. of the wind and blocking the flow of U. S. milirain. They chirped as though it tary supplies and .other shipments arriving by sea. Five
were a beautiful morning._
other main roads from the capital to outer provinces reSmall snake slithered under mained closed but the reopenlands. Six militiamen were the stone of the walk in the back ing of the Mekong and Highway
wounded and three were miss- yard.
4 brightened an otherwise dising after the six-hour infantry
mal military picture.
and artillery fight, the comAnybody who is registered
Aside from the two ships lost
mand said.
can vote in the Primary election Sunday to enemy fire, 11 other
In Cambodia, meanwhile, in May. The re-registration is skippers abandoned the voyage
Communist forces sank one for the General Election in up the riven from South -VieC
ship and set another afire Sun- November. If you are already ram.
day in 4ie first convoy up the registered, you can vote in the
Mekong liver to Phnom Penh Primary, then you re-register
in three weeks. But three for the November election.
tankers and two freighters suc- Remember, if you are already
(Continued from Page 1)
cessfully ran the gauntlet to registered, you have nothing to
if the fresh water dilutes Lake
reach the beseiged capital.
worry about until after the
Pontchartrain beyond a certain
A special representative from Primary.
point for five days or more, the
President Nixon, Gen. Alexanoysters, crabs and shrimps will
der Haig Jr., arrived in BangReading about a bus boy in a
kok today to begin a four-day Florida hotel who makes $70 a be wiped out or greatly reassessment of the war situation week. He takes home between duced.
However, Col. Richard L.
in Indochina. He met with Thai $180 and $250 each week. What
and Ti. S. officials in the Thai he does is to raffle off his pay Hunt, chief of the Corps of Encapital before going on to Vien- check each week to the other gineers in New Orleans, said
that, within months, the rives.
tiane, Phnom Penh and Saigon., employees at_p a chance.
water's nutrients would begin
fertilizing the lake bottom and
, We
apologize
to. ..our
aquatic life could be greater
inthe
customers for
than before.
convenience caused by having
About 7.3 million acres in
two of our telephone lines
crossed over the past three seven states have been flooded,
days. What we've been getting mostly due to overflow of
is conference calls when we tributary rivers backed up by
the Mississippi, which drains
justice, or education.
didn't want them.
1.25 million square miles.
Curtis said that one of the KHBackwater flood damage
C's main goals in sponsoring
from St. Louis to the Gulf of
the
help
these projects is tq,
Mexico totals at least $150 mil. public realize that the
lion, and the Corps of Engihumanities—such as philosophy
neers' extra flood work exand history—can provide useful
penses were $8 million and
insights into public problems.
'The funeral for Mrs. Carter heading up, Gen. Noble said.
help (Opal)
will
KHC
The
He estimated 6,000' families
Robertson, formerly of
organizations find professors in Calloway
County, was held this have
been
displaced
these subjects to act as resource morning at
Montgomery, Ala., temporarily by the high water.
persons for projects.
with burial in a cemetery there.
"Id-summary, one of the big
Mrs. Robertson, age 67, floods of the century is being
The KHC has already
received several proposals, and daughter of the late Will A. Ray experienced in the lower Mishopes to approve some grants at and Mary Jane Graham Ray, sissippi River Valley," Gen.
its next Board meeting on May died Saturday at two a.m. at the Noble said.
9. The
Board
includes Baptist Hospital. Montgomery,
educators and other citizens where she and her husband,
from across Kentucky, in- 'Carter, who survives, had
cluding Mr. Wm. Donald resided for the past five years
after moving from the Detroit,
Overbey of Murray.
Tire National Endowment for Mich., area.
The former countian is surthe Humanities is a federal
An official report gives the
agency devoted to 'Promoting vived by her husband; one son,
research, writing, teaching and Bill Robertson; two daughters, parder ..rate in Washington,
public appreciation of the , Mrs. Marshall Bailey and Mrs. D.C.,among people aged 15 to
hurilanities. — •
- ,. Don Simpson; thcee sisters,. 44 was 264 in 1972, nearly dou- .The KHC office is. in 206 Mrs. Lottle Jones, Mrs. O1i7S ble- the rateln New
Firearms accounted for 161 Breckinridge Hall on the,
: Beach, and Mrs. Bessie Peak;
•
University of Kentucky campus three brothers, Bun, Herman, deaths atid stabbing 52, according
to
Dr.
James
Luke,
in Lexington, telephone 606258- and Harry Ray; twelve grandDistrict of Columbia medical
children.
5932
examiner.

Phnom Penh Fuel Crisis
Appears To Be Near End

Seen & Heard . . .

Communist Forces fireOn Two
More Peacekeeping Helictpters
SAIGON I AP) ---,Communist
forces shot at two more peacekeeping helicopters in the Mekong Delta today, the Saigon
government reported, and the
Canadians said they are
thinking of quitting observer
sites in Communist territory.
The South Vietnamese said
six rounds of ground fire hit a
South Vietnamese helicopter
ferrying members of the Joint
Military Commission,composed
of the Viet Cong and South
Vietnam. It wag forced to land
at Vi Thanh, a Viet Cong
stronghold, but officials said
nobody was hurt.
The other chopper, carrying
representatives of the four-nation International Commission
of Control and Supervision, was
fired on near Can Tho but was
not hit. The international. commission is composed of Canada,
Indonesia, Poland and Hungary.
Nine persons were killed Saturday when an Air America
helicopter flying for the international commission was shot
down in Communist territory in
the northwestern part of the
country. Another commission
helicopter made an emergency
landing nearby without injury
to its occupants.
Those killed in the crash included the two American pilots,
a Filipino crewman, a Canadian, an Indonesian, two Hungarians and two Viet Cong officers.
A Canadian official said
today that his contingent to the
peacekeeping group is considering withdrawing its truce observer teams from Viet Cong
areas because of Saturday's
deaths.
He said a decision would not
be made until an investigation
has been completed. But Prime
Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau
said in Ottawa tliontwatfternot
carry. out its threat to quit the
international cokrimission because of one such incident.
The Viet Cong expressed
"deep regret" -rai The deaths
but klaimed the helicopters
strayed from their prescribed
path "into an area where war
activities exist."

Maj. Gen. Duncan A.
McAlpine, chief of the Canadian military delegation denied
the Viet Cong charge that the
helicopters Saturday were off
course. He said they were following a flight pattern approved by the Viet Cong, and
the helicopter that was shot
down was hit by a heat-seeking
missile. Meanwhile, the Viet
Cong said earlier reports that
the aircraft was hit by a missile were "a distortion of the
truth."
The Saigon government continued to charge the Communists with cease-fire violations.
It said Communist troops early
today drove a chmpany of militiamen from their defensive
position 10 miles southwest of
Kontunt.._.13 the . central Juigh

Flood . . .

Non-Profit Groups Eligible For
Grants From Humanities Council
The Kentucky Humanities
Council, Inc., is, ready to
distribute to groups across the
state some $120,000 from the
National Endowment for the
Humanities to help people find
out how public agencies can
serve citizens better, according
to a spokesman for the council.
Arthur Curtis, executive
director of the KHC, said that
any non-profit group is eligible
to submit project proposals, and
he urged people in the Murray
area to write for details.
Typical project activities
might be discussions,seminars,
conferences, or
. radio
programs, anything that could
be considered "informal adult
education," according to Curtis.
Projects must relate to the
KHC theme for 1973-74,, "Our
Public' Agencies. Servants or
Masters?" Projects should
generally focus on a 'specific
-problem, such as how government agencies can help senior
citizens. Or they might focus •th
a particular service provided by
government, such as law and

Mrs. Robertson's

Rites Held Today

Washington's '72
murders nearly
double New York's

Boycott...
Continued train Page 1)
ed and the name and address
of the store.
If an investigation revealed a
violation, the IRS could impose
price rollbacks and penalties.
Although the week-long meat
boycott has ended without major retail price reductions nationwide, the possibility of further consumer action is still on
a front burner.
Rep. Benjamin Rosenthal, DN.Y., said on Sunday that a
meeting of 50 consumer leaders
is scheduled in Washington on
Wednesday to discuss follow-up
action.
He said during a television
interview: "My speculative
guess is that there will be continuation of another week-long
boycott against meat beginning
midnight Saturday."
At the same time, the 2,000member Consumer Federation
of California, comprising 11
consumer and labor groups,
called for a 15 per cent reduction of meat and poultry prices
by May 1.
While the consumer leaders
were giving their views, Agriculture Secretary Earl L. Butz
said on NBC's "Meet the
Press" that he would not support any proposals for the President to put strong controls on
all food stuffs.
,"No, I wouldn't .., because, if
you do that, you have to have
some form of rationing. You
end up with e,mpty counters,
with black markets. And people
don't like food rationing."
He would not predict when
the ceilings on beef, pork and
lamb might be lifted.
Faced directly by the consumer unrest, butchers are
trying to avoid any blame for
rising prices.
The Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen,
AFL-CIO, plans to distribute at
meat counters in the coming
weeks a pamphlet called
"Lady, Please Don't Blame
Your Butcher." In it, the union
says the total wage cost for
meat is less than 14 cents a
pound.
"We don't want to be the scapegoat," the union says.
"We don't want to be the scapegoat," the unlit% says.
As far as housewife Pat Gorman of Waterville, Maine, is
concerned, the answer is a different attitude toward beef.
"We've been brainwashed by
Madison Avenue into eating
meat," she says. "They tell
(entities that a husband who
doesn't put red meat on the
table is not a good provider.
That is not so!"
In New Orleans, Robin Phillips said her group plans to
continue boycotts on Tuesdays
and Thursdays for an indefinite
period "until there's a significant change in prices."
of
Leo Deems, owner
Deeina's Market in Pittsburgh,
Pa., gave the other side of the
coin:
"If I don't sell meat, I don't
order it from the packer. If the
packer doesn't sell, he doesn't
order from the feeder and the
farmer. We figure the farmer
can keep live beef on the hoof
„longer than we can keep
dressed beef in our coolers, so
the farmer will just hold back
and there'll be a shortage."
As Frank Welton, executive
director of the Georgia Agribusiness Council, puts it: "The
housewife is now saying she
won't pay the high price for
beef. What's she going to do
when there's no meat to buy"
Throughout the nation, boycott leaders say last week's activities accomplished little in
reducing meat prices. But they
say the boycott proved that
when the consumer now uses
the word "rare," it might mean
how often meat is purchased
rather than how it should be
cooked.
The latest housewife victory
occurred Sunday in West Virginia, western pennsylvaitia,
Ohio and Maryland, where
Foodland Markets announced
price cuts ranging from 10 to 30
cents per pound on meats.
Some wholesalers also reported feeling the effects of the
boycott. Bernard A. Goldberg,
owner of Colchester Packing
Co. at the Hartford, Conn., regional market, said: "I don't
believe a wholesaler in the
country met his payroll, let
alone anything else."
DO-1T-YOURSELF
From an English church, _
- maKazine: "Churchyard . .
maintenance is becoming increasingly difficult and it will ,
be appreelated if parishioners
will cut the grass around their
own graves."
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